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EDITOMAI" COMMENT'

National Liheration and the
Anti-lmp erialist Struggle
The recent article by the Chinese Communist leader Lin Piao,r*
in our preceding editorial, based itself on the thesis that
the Chinese experiences in the war against Japan and the subsequent
civil war against the forces of Chiang Kai-shek are of universal applicability. On these grounds it proceeds to identify revolution with
war and to call upon the oppressed countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America to wage people's wars against U.S. imperialism and its lackeys
as the only effective method of struggle for &eir freedom and for
as we noted

socialism.
With these ideas we took issue. We now proceed
aspects of the article.

to deal with other

The "Policy of Self-Reliance"

In the people's wars which are to encompass the downfall of U.S.
imperialism, Lin argues, the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America must rely on their own strength, for such, we are told, was the experience of the Chinese people in theb armed struggles. In fact, in
the opening section of his article, he describes the war against Japan
as

if it

were solely a war of the Chinese peqple. He asks:

How was it possible for a weak country ftnally to defeat a strong
country? How was it possible for a seemingly weak army to become
the main force in the warP

And he replies:
The basic reasons were that the War of Resistance against J"p*
was a genuine people's war led by the Communist Party of China
and Comrade Mao Tse-fun$, a war in which the correct MarxistLeninist political and military lines were put into effect, and that
the Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies were genuine people's
*The first part of this editorial article was puiblished in Politipal Afiaira,
J'anuary, 1966. Copies are still available.
*i(Long Live the Victory of People's War!", Peking Reuiew, September
3, 1966.
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armies which applied tle rvhole range of strategy and tactics of
people's war aJformulated by Comride Mao Ti6-ttrng.
This is quite true. But it is not the whole picture. Of the surrounding circumstances-of such things as the world-wide anti-fascist war,
the military involvement of Japan with the united states in the paciffc,
or the smashing defeat of the Hitlerite forces and the central role of
the Soviet Union in that defeat-Lin here says nothing. To be sure,
in a later section recognition is given to the fact that the war against
the Japanese invaders took place within such a framework,
Lio
"oIgave
states: "Tte common victory was won by
the peoples, who

"ll
one another support and encouragemeut." However,

thii mufual inter-

dependence is regarded as being of distinctly secondary importance.
The_very next sentence says: "Yet each counLy was, above iU tiUe"ated as a result of its ovm people's elforts." And it is on this aspect
that all emphasis is placed. Thus, the article asserts:
The people's armed forces led by our party independently waged
peoplg! wT 9n a large-scale pd_ won great victdries witliout iny

material aid from outiide, both during lhe more than eight years
tL" anti-Japanese- war and during fre -o." than three"years of
9J
the People's War of Liberation.
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flicts into nuclear war. Here we wish only to touch on the following
points.

To begin with, the proposition that the Chinese people independently waged war against tapanese aggression and achieved vic'
tory on their own is, to say the least, extremely dubious. The fact is
that the victory of the Chinese people over |apan and the creation
of the conditions for the subsoquent rout of Chiang Kai-shek were
made possible by the crushing defeat of the Axis powers at the hands
of all the forces allied against them, and partictrlarly by the historic
victory of the Soviet Union over the Nazi invaders. Had the outoome
been reversed, had the Axis powers triumphed, could the Chinese
people have won their war against fapanese imperialism? Could they
have won the peoplds Iiberation war against Chiang Kai-shek? The
answer is obvious; indeed, it was $ven by Mao Tse-tung himself in
a 1949 speech in these words:
... Had there been, no Soviet Union, had there been no victory
in the anti-fascist Second World War, had Japanese imperialism

not been defeated (which is particularly importaqt Jor u1), had
there been no PeoplL's Demodacies in Europi, had there been no
growing struggle df tUe oppressed countries 6t ttre East, had there
Seen no struggle of the masses in the United States, Britain, France,
Germany,
It-aly, Japan agairut the ruling reactio_na-ry cliques-had
-these
iaciois existed, &en the pr-essure of the international
none of
reactionary forces would have been much stronger than it is today.
Would *dh*r" been able to achieve victory in tfiese circumstancei?
Of course not. (On People's Demouatic Rule, New Century Publishers, New York, 1950, p. 7.)

when this conception is apptied to all countries seeking their liberation today, what emerges is the idea of a number of countries waging
soparate w_ars against U.S. imperialism, each relying primarfly on
its own military means and each independently seeking its own viclory. The ffnal defeat of the common enemy is envisioned as resulting
from the cumulative impact of a number of such individual wars
waged simultaneously.
One must ffght with one's own resources. Arms are to be obtained
by capturing them from the imperialist adversary, and "'foreign aid
can play _only a supplementary role." Such is the advice $ven to the
opp-ressed peoples and particularly to the Vietnamese people. Their
outlook must be to win on their own, and they can do so. When Mao
Tse-tung was asked by Edgar Snow "Can Viet Cong forces now win
t'yes,
he thought
T.tory by th91 9wn efforts alone?" the answer was
that they could."*
We have already dwelt in our_ previous editorial on the futility
of a counby such as Vietnam seeking singlehandedly to defeat U.S.
imperialism militarily, and on the danger of escalation of such con-

possible only as part of the whole anti-fascist coalition, as part of the
world forces of progress. In faet, if such a coalition had materialized

*Edgcr Snow, "fnterviemr with Mao," Neut Repub,lic, February 27, t965.

of progress. Lin's notion that each country must ffght U.S. imperialism
on its own, on the contrary, is one that leads to fragmenting the anti-

In short, the great victories of the Chinese people, ranking second
only to the victory of the October Socialist Revolution itself, were
in the thirties in support of the policy of collective security, it *ight
well have been possible to halt fascist aggression without World
War II. It is this great lesson of those years-the need for alliance
in common struggle of all forces opposing imperialist aggressionthat Lin's article casts aside.
AII this is not to deny the basic truth that each people must rnako
its own revolution-that revolution c?n be neither imported nor exported. But if revolutionary struggles are tq be successful,- tlrey must
Le conducted not in isolation but as part of the totality of the forces
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imperialist forces, not to uniting them, to weakening the struggle
against imperialism, not to strengthening it.
The "Cities" and, the "CotmtrgsiM'
The division of the world anti-imperialist forces is further pursued
by Lin along the following lines. If the Chinese experience of wa$ng
war independently with one's own resources applies in all other cases,
so does the Chinese strategy in such a !var, which was one of occupying the countryside and surrounding the cities, in which the Japanese
forces were installed. The article states: "It must be emphasired that
Comrade Mao Tse-tung's theory of the establishment of rural revolutio-nary base areas and the encirclement of the cities from the countryside is of outstanding and universal practical importance for the present revolutionary struggles of all the oppressed nations and peo.
p-les. . ." This concept is then applied to the strategic situation on a
,
global scale. Lin writes;

Tlking-lhg entire globe,

if

North America and Western Europe

can be called "the cities of the world," then Asia, Africa and Lafrn

America constitute "the rural areas of the world." Since World
II, the proletarian revolutionary movement has for various
reasons been temporarily held back in the North American and
West European capitalist countries, while the people's revolutionary
movement in Asia, Africa and Latin America has been growin!
vigorously. In a sense, the contemporary world revolution also
represents a picture of the encirclernent of cities by the rural areas.
In the ffnal analysis, the whole cause of world ievolution hinges
on the revolutionary struggles of the Asian, African and Lalin
American p"gpl:r who make up the overwhelming majority of the
worlo s Poprilanon.

War

Elsewhere he expresses the same idea in these words: "The contradiction between the revolutionary peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America and the imperialists headed by the United States is the
principal contradiction in the contemporary world."
There is no doubt that the sharpest struggles today are in the arena
of national liberation. And there is no doubt as to the preeminent
role which these currently play in the totality of the anti-impedalist
struggles. We submit, however, that the way in which Lin places the
matter is fundamentally wrong.
In picfuring the basic world alignment of forces as one of the "countryside" against the "cities," he assigns no role to the socialist countries and the forces of progress in the major capitalist countries othe.r
than the distinctly subsidiary one of giving assistance to the oppressed
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peoples in their wars. The brunt of the struggle is seen as resting on
these peoples themselves; indeed, the central confict in the world
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today is viewed as simply one between them and imperialism, and its
overthrow as essentially their task alone.
The obvious efiect of such an approach is to isolate the national
liberation struggles from other struggles against imperialism, to divide
the anti-imperialist forces. But this approach stems from an erroneous
conception of the contradictions of modern society. The basic contradiction in the present stage of social development is that between
imperialism and socialism- This is the central confict in relation to
which all struggles, all revolutions must be viewed.
A recent editorial in Kom,natni,sf ( "Proletarian Internationalism and
Bourgeois Nationalism," No. 9, 1965) calls attention to the emphasis
given by Lenin to this pointr

Noting the tremendous role played by the natiofial-liberation
in the world revolutionary process, Lenin especially
stressed the importance of the struggle between imperialism and
socialism as represented by Soviet Hussia in his time. "If we lose
sight of that fa^et," said L6nin, "we shall not be able correctly to
pose a single question of nationalities or cotronies, even though it
may concern the remotest pa"rt of the wortrd. Only from that point
of view can political problems be correctly posed and solved by
the Communist Parties both in the civilized and the backward countries." (Com,plete Works, Vol. 41, p.2a2.)
movement

The 81-Party Statement of 1960 expresses this idea in terms of the
present historical situation. It says:
Our time, whose main content is the transition rfrom capitalism
to socialism initiated by the Great October Revolution, is a time
of struggle between the two opposing social systems, a time of
socialis[ revolutions and national-liberation revolutions, a time of
the breakdown of imperialism, of the abolition of the colonial system, a time of transition of more peoples to the socialist path, of
the triumph of socialism and communism on a world-wide scale.
It is tlie principal characteristic of om tim,a that the usoild socinlist system is becoming the decisi,ue factor in ttw deael'oynent
of society. (Emphasis in original.)

In particular, the existence of a socialist one-third of the world has
been a cardinal factor in the great upsurge of the national liberation
movement in recent years. The socialist countries, and especially the
Soviet Union, have been a powerful bulwark and source of aid to all
peoples struggling for their freedom. Their assistance in every sphere
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-economig political, military-has been nat irwidental bd oi,tal to
the successes which have been achieved against ctlonialisrn, and is
in great measure respousible for the fact that such successes could in
many instances be registered without resorting to armed conflict.
Also important are the democratic struggles being waged by the
workers and other forces of progress in the imperialist countries.
These the article brushes aside with the comment that "the proletarian revolutionary movement has for various reasons been held back
in the North American and West European capitalist countries." It
is true that no socialist revolutions are taking place in these parts
of the world at this rnoment in history. What ,is taking place, however,
is the growth of democratic anti-monopoly struggles which are serving to lay the basis and mobilize the forces for placing socialism on
the order of the day in the not too remote future.
Especially"notewtrthy on the American scene are the tremendous
upsurge of the civil rights movement, the striking rise of the peaca
movement and the increasiug indications of the development of a
new wave of economic struggles. These processes are accompanied by
a rising level of political consciousness and by growing tendencies for
these struggles to merge into a common stream of opposition to the
reactionary policies of U.S. monopoly capital at home and abroad.
(Note, for example, the active opposition to the war in Vietnam by
sections of the eivil rights movement. )
Clearly, these struggles are not of minor, subsidiary signiffcance in
relation to the world anti-imperialist confict but confitute one of
its vital components. The struggle of the American people against the
war of aggression in Vietnam is no less material in shaping its outcome than the lieroic resistance of the Vietnamese people themselves.
Both sauggles are essential, and it is their combined strength which
is decisive.
Indeed, the combined power of aII sectors of the anti-imperialist
front is essential to the ultimate defeat and abolition of imperialism.
To reduce matters to terms of a military conflict between the "countryside" and the "cities" is to isolate these sectors one from the other
and to weaken the effectiveness of all of them. It is to rule out any
concept of alliance embracing the manifold forms of struggle which
are required.
O
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Lin's underestimation of the role of democratic shuggles is apparent
in the qppressed countries. And here, too, the efiort to apply tho Chinese pattern
also in his treatment of the different types of revolution
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universally leads to eroneous conclusions.
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The article bases itself on Mao Tse-tung's'conuipt of "new-democratic revolution." It states:
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has pointed out that, in the epoch since
the October Revolution, anti-imperialist revolution in any colonial
or semi-colonial country is no longer part of the old bourgeois, or
capitalist world revolution, but is part of the new world revolution, the proletarian-socialist world revolution.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has formulated a complete th*ry of the
new-democratic revolution. He indicated that this revolution, which
is different from all others, can only be, nay must be, a revolution
against imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism wagod
by the broad masses of the people under the leadership of the proletariat
This means that the reooh.rtion can onlg be, nay mnst be,led by
the proletariat and the gera"rinely reoolutionary party anned with
Marxism-Lenim,isnt, and, by no other class or parfy. (Emphasis
added. )

Within this framework, Lin eontinues,
Comrade Mao Tse-tung made a correct distinction between the
two revolutionary stages, i.e., tll.e national-democratic and the socialist revolutions; at the same time he correctly and closely linked
the two. The national-democratic revolution is

tle

necessary prepa-

ration for the socialist revolution, and the socialist revolution
the inevitable sequel to the national-democratic revolution.

is

The premise upon which the validity of these general propositions
is based is, of course, the universal applicability of the experiences
of the Chinese revolution. Thus, the above quotations are followed by
the statement: "The Chinese revolution provides a succ.essful lesson
for making a thoroughgoing national-democratic revolution under the
leadership of the proletariat; it likewise provides a successful lesson
for the timely transition from the national-dernocratic revolution to
the socialist revolution under the leadership of the proletariat."
In sum, Mao's view is that in the present historical epoch a national
liberation revolution must take place in its totality under tle leadership of the working class and its Marxist-Leninist party-that is, it
must from the outset be a revolution leading to socialism. Presumably,
any national liberation struggle under other leadership cannot be
considered genuinely anti-imperialist. In keeping with these ideas,
the national-democratic and socialist revolutions afe viewed as being
tnoariably two closely-linked stages in a single revolutionary process,

-

.
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one follows directly upon the other. And,

of course, all ua.

tional liberation revolutions must take the form of armed conflict.
Thore are, it is true, instances which conform more or less closely
to the picture presented by Mao. We maintain, however, that to attempt to fft the enormous diversity of situations in difierent countries
dogmatically into the straitjacket of a single pattern is to depart from
Marxist-Leninist theory-and more, to fy in the face of reality.
Whether a given national Iiberation movement is or is not antiimperialist is not determined by which class or classes lead it. On this
point, it is worth recalling Lenin's views, as summed up by Stalin in
Foundatiotts of Leninivn in 1924 (International Publishers, New York,
1939, pp. 80-81):

. . . The revolutionary character of a national rnovement under
the conditions of imperialist oppression does not necessarily presuppose the existence of proletarian elements in the movement,
the existence of a revolutionary or a republican program of the
movement the existence of a democratiC basis of-the rnovement.
The struggle the Emir

o_f Afghlmstan is waging for the independof Afgtanistan is obiectively a reooluti-orwry struggle, d6spite
the monarchist views of the Emir and his associates, for it weakens,
disintegrates- and undermines imperialism; whereas the struggle
waged by "desperatd' Democrats ancl "Socialists," "revolutionaii6s"
and republicans such as, for example, Kerensky and Tsereteli,
Renaudel and Scheidemann, Chernov and Dan,'Henderson and
Clynes, during the imperialist war was a reactionanl struggle, for
its result was the whitewashing, the strengthening, the victory of
iimperialism. For the same reasons the -strugglb the Egyptian

e-nce

waginlior the ind"Jp'endence of Bgypt is objectively a reoolutionary struggle, despit-e the
bourgeois origin and bourgeois, title of the leaders- of the dgyptian
national movement, despite the fact that they are opposed to
-ffght
socialism; whereas the
the British Lab6r Govfrment is
waging to pelpetuate Egypt's dependent position is for the same
reasons a reac'tionary struggle, despit'e the proletarian origin and
proletarian title of the members of that government, despite the
fact that they are "fot'' socialism.
melchants and bourgeois intellectuals are

The most elementary aspect of the struggle for national liberation
is the ffght for national sovereignty, and the tremendous successes
of the national liberation movement since World War II are registered
ffrst of all in the apparance of a large body of newly sovereign
states. These are neither imperialist nor socialist states; on the whole,
however, they are part of the anti-imperialist camp, and it is very
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largely their emergence that has led to the tipping of the world balance of forces against the camp of imperialism.
As we have already noted, conditions, levels of development and
relationships of class forces in these countries vary tremendously.
In some, the struggle for national freedom has been led by workerpeasant coalitions, in others by the national bourgeoisig and in still
others by a wide variety of coalitions of forces. In some, in fact there
exists as yet only a rudimentary working class at best, and its growth
awaits the development of modern indusky made possible by liberation. Some have taken the path to socialism; in others, struggles
for the most elementary democratic rights are in progress.
The achievement of political independence is but the ffrst step

in national liberation. It opens the door to a new stage of struggle
for economic independence, agrarian reform, industrialization, ex-

tension of democratic rights and similar goals. This struggle is part
of the national-democratic revolution, and it can be waged effectively,
in the words of the 81-Party Statement, only "by all the patriotic
forces of the nations united in a single national-democratic front."
For the problems faced by the newly independent nations, the
Statement points out, "'Different classes and parties offer different
solutions. . . . As social contradictions grow the national bourgeoisie
inclines more and more to compromising with domestic reaction
and imperialism. The people, however, begin to see that the best way
to abolish age-long backwardness and improve their living standards
is that of non-capitalist development. . . . The working class and the
broad peasant masses are to play the leading part in solving this basic
social problem."
Where the workers and peasants are in the leadership at the outset,
the transition to a socialist revolution may be rapid. In other cases
the democratic struggles may be prolonged, and these may lead to
the establishment of a national-democratic state of some duration,
providing the basis for the ultimate transition to socialism. Concerning
the nature of such a state, the 8l-Party Statement says:

In the present historical situation, favorable domestic and internadonal conditions arise in many countries for the establishment
of an independent national democracy, that is, a state which consistently upholds its political and economic independence, ftghts
against imperialism and its military blocs, against military bases
on its territory; a state which ffghts against the new forms of colonialism and the penetration of imperialist capital; a state in which
the people are insured broad dernocratic rights and freedom . . .
the opportunity to rvork for lhe enactment of an agrarian reform

IO
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and other democratic and social changes, and for participation in
shaping government policy. The forriation and c^onso[dation of
national democracies enables the countries concerned to make
lapid-social progress and play an active part in the peoples'struggles for peace, against the aggressive policies of the -imperialist
camp, for the complete abolition of the colonial voke.
This entire area of richly varied democratic struggle and development already in progress in many newly liberated countries, ffnds no
place in the narrow, rigid scheme ofiered by Lin. The lo$c of his
position is that either the working class and its socialist vanguard leads
the revolution from its inception toward the socialist goal, or else
nothing is accomplished but the exchange of colonialism for neocolonialism. The alternative that the workers and peasants may strive
fo_r leadership within the broader democratic coalition is rLjected.
The end result is that the increasingly numerous and powerful groups
of neyl/ liberated countries is almost in its entirety gratuitously consigned
the camp of the imperialist foe, as corrrtries which yet
-to
await their true liberation through people's wars. This concept, too,
serves only to divide and weaken the anti-imperialist forces.
Anti-S ooietism: Imstrument

of lmperialism

II
LIBERf,IION
countries repulse U.S. imperialist- aggression, U.S. imperialism
will become'incensed, the/themselvei-witt become invoived and
their fonil dreaxn of Su:iei-U.S. cooperation to d.ominate tha wofld

NTIIONAI

uill

be spoilzil. ( Emphasis added. )

A rrore severe condemnation of the leadership of a sister Partyand more, of the leadership o{ the world's ffrst land of socialismcould scarcely be made. And it has led to the rejection by the Chinese
Ieaders of all pleas for unity of aetion against U.S. aggression in
Vietnam. They stater

...If we were to take united action on the question of Vietnam
with the leaders of the C.P.S.U. who are pursuing the Khrushchev
revisionist line, wouldn't we be helping them to deceive the people
of the world? Wouldnt we be joining them in betraying the revolutionary cause of the Vietnamese people? Wouldn't we_be-joinlng
them-in attacking the Chinese eornmunist Party_ and all other
Marxist-Leninist parties? Wouldn't we be joining tlr"f" j" serwing
as accomplices ofU.S. imperialism? Of coulse, we shall do nothing
of the sort. ("Refutation-of the New Leaders of the C.P.S.U. on
'United Action,"' by the Editorial Departments of Rertmin Riban
and Hongqui, Peking Reoieu, November L2, 1965. )

Especially disquieting is Lin's vehement attack against those whom
he calls the "Khrushchev revisionists"-a term intended to designate
the Ieadership of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in the
ffrst place, and presumably also those of all other parties which hold
similar views on peaceful coexistence. Against these the article makes
the following eharges:
r

The Khrushchev revisionists have come to the rescue of U.S:
imperialism just when it is most panic-stricken and helpless in
its efforts to cope with people's wai. Working hand in glove with
the-U.S, imperialists, they are doing their utmost to ipread all
kinds of arguments against people's war and, wherever ihey can,
they are scheming to undermine it by overt or covert means.
the fundamental reason why the Khrushchev revisionists are
opposed to people's war is that they have no faith in the masses
and are afraid of U.S. imperialism, ,)f war and of revolution. Like
all _other opportunists, they are blind to the power of the masses
and do not believe that the revolutionary people are capable of
defeating imperialism. Th"y submit to the nutlear blaclcmail of
the- U.S. imperialists and are afraid that, if the oppressed peoples
and nationsiise up to ffght people's **.r o, the peiple of Jociilist

What are the grounds offered by Lin for such grave charges and
tho consequent division of the socialist camp in the face of U.S.
aggression? That the Soviet leaders, as he puts it, consider that "a
nation without nuclear weapons is incapable of defeating an enemy
with nuclear weapons, whatever methods of fighting it may adopt,"
that it "must capitulate to the enemy . . . or come under the 'protection'
of some other nuclear power and submit to its beck and call." That
they maiutain that "a single spark in any part of the globe can touch
ofi a world nuclear conflagration." In sum, that they call for a policy
of peaceful coexistence and reiect the CPC leaders' thesis of the defeat
of imperialism solely through people's wars. The implication in the
way in which the article treats these disagreements is that there can
be no honest difierences among Communists on such questions, and
that to oppose their thesis is to be guilty of oplnrtunist capitulation
to the enemy.
For the further allegation of actual Soviet collaboration with U.S.
imperialism, Lin's article ofiers no documentation. Other articles and
editorials attempt to demonstrate it, howwer, largely by resorting
to fragmentary quotations from Soviet and other sources, and by
a series of unsupported assertions which at times are directly con-
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tradictory to the facts. Of the latter, a most shocking example is
the following:

.. . Before the fall of Khrushchev, they fthe leaders of the CPSU]
supported the suppression of the national-liberation rnovement in
the Congo (L)" by the U.S. imperialists under the cloak of the
United Nations; and this resulted in the murder of the Congolese
national hero Patrice Lumumba. Now Khrushchev's successors have
willingly agreed to share the expenses of the U.S. armed intervention
in the Congo (L) undertaken in the name of the United Nations,

and in the U.N. Security Council they are supporting the U.S.
hoax of "a national reconciliation" in'the Cong-o (Lf which is
an attempt to strangle the revolutionary forces of the Congolese
people. ("A Great Victory for Leninism," Editorial in Honqui, No.
4, reprinted in Peking Rersiew, May 7, 1965. )

To anyone at all familiar with the facts of the case*with the unswerving opposition of the Soviet Union to the use of UN troops
which took place in the Congo and its adarnant refusal to pay one
cent toward financing it, to the point where the United States was
compelled to retreat from its insistence on such payment-this statement can only appear as an outright, deliberate distortion, since
all these facts are well-known. And the basing of so serious a step
as that of refusing joint action in defense of the Vietnamese people
on such allegations as this is all the m,ore disturbing,
Space prohibits a detailed examination of the numerous other allegations, nor is such an examinati"on necessary here. There is likewise
no need to give an account here of the record of Soviet aid to peoples
seeking their freedom, or to dwell on the role which Soviet possession
of nuclear weapons has played in obstructing the aggressive cold-war
schemes of U.S. monopoly capital. Suffice it to point out that the
Soviet Union has unequivocally opposed the U.S. aggression in Vietnam
and has given unstinting aid to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,
aid which the Vietnamese leaders have on numerous occasions publicly
acknowledged. The statement of DRV Premier Pham Van Dong, on
the occasion of the 48th anniversary of the October Socialist Revo1ution, is typical:
.. . The CPSU, the Soviet government and Soviet people are resolutely and actively supporting the entire Vietnamese people in
their righteous struggle against American imperialism. Th"y support
*

(L)

stands

for

Leopoldville.
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lhe correct policy of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the
South Vietnam National Liberation Front and are giving the D.R.V.
every assistance in strengthening its delense capacity and economy.
As for the Soviet position on relations with the United States, this
is, we believe, made unmistakeably clear in the recent interview of
Premier Kosygin with James Reston of the N eus York Times (December
6, 1965). In reply to a question as to whether the "two major powers
could work together for world order," Kosygin replied:

I am not quite clear on what you mean by "world order," What
does it imply? The United Stat'es and the Soviet Union, the two

most powe-rful states, should dictate our wills to other nations?
If we-should attempt to command other nations, that would be
tantamount to fascism.

In reply to the question: "How can you reconcile 'peaceful
ence' and these 'wars of national liberation'"? he statedr

coexist-

We believe that wars of national liberation are just wars, and they
as long as there is national oppression by imperialist

will continue

powers . . . People will always ftght against oppression, for freedom
and independence.
There ls no peaceful coexistence between the slaveowner and
the slave. We have never conceived of such a peaceful coexistence.

On the question of meeting with President Johnson, Kosygin stated:
I believe trhat
long
so
as
bombs
are falling
so long as the Vietnam war continues,
feasible."
ou innocent people, such a meeting would not be
These are decidedly not the w-ords of a collaborator with U.S.
imperialism. Quite the contrary. And they are not just words; they
are fully matched by Soviet suPport and assistance to the Vietnamese

"In principle, we are in favor of such meetings. But

people.

It is not the role of the Soviet Union which gives aid and comfort
to U.S. imperialism but anti-Sovietism, which U.S. ruling circles do all
in their power to cultivate precisely because they see in tho Soviet
Union the very heart of the opposition to their aggressive d'esigns.
There can be little doubt that the split in the world Communist
movement encouraged U.S. imperialism in its decision to escalate
the war in Vietnam, and equally little doubt that its continued existence gives further encouragement to this policy. To defeat the aim
of U.S. imperialism in Vietnam, what is needed above all is unity of
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action of the socialist countries regardless of ideological difierences.
Anti-Sovietism and the rejection of such unity do not help, but
obstrucf the victory of the anti-imperialist forces.
The Role of the American People

To defend world peace, to force U.S. monopoly capital to retreat
from its aggressive policies-this is the central task of the day. But
the main responsibility for its accomplishment lies not in Vietnam,
not in Africa or Latin America. It lies in the United States. The task
of curbing U.S. imperialism rests in the ftrst place with the American
peope.

Not least among the inconsistencies in Lin's article is its insistence
that whereas the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America must rely
on their own strength in ffghting for their liberation, the people of
the United States mus be freed from the rule of U.S. monopoly capital
by others. But if revolution cannot be exported to other countries,
neither can it be exported to the United States. Like all others, the
American people must ffght their own battles.
Yet, like all other peoples, they must ffght them as part of the
overall world struggle against imperialism. Moreover, within that
lotality they bear a special rusponsibility, living as they do in the very
heartland of world imperialism. To help make them aware of this
nesponsibfity, to help mobilize them lor the battle-these are the
particular tasks of the Communists and other forces of progress in
our country.
The lo$c of Lin's position is that the interests of the American
people would be best served by egging U.S. imperialism on into ever
deeper military involvement in Vietnam and other countries, so that
tle people of these countries may destroy it. But nothing could be
farther from the truth. This is the path to nuclear war, to mass annihilation. It coincides with the course of action advocated by the
fanatical ultra-Right, which clamors for all-out aggression against
other peoples and the indiscriminate dropping of nuclear bombs as
the means to victory in that aggression.
lfre interests of the American people will be served rather by
organizing the widest possible opposition to the war policies of the
Johnson Administration, and by making comnron cause with the
forces of peace throughout the world. They will be served by combatting anti-Swietism and by shiving for closer ties and p-eaceful
coexistence with the Soviet Union and other socialist countriei.
The struggle for peaceful coexisence is not, as Lin and other Chinese
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leaders repeatedly assert, in confict with the struggle for national
liberation. On the contrary, to fight for peaceful coexistence todag is
in the first pl,ace to fight for an end, to U.S, aggression inVietnam and'
for the full freedom of the Vietnamese people to decide their oun,
future.
But it does not end with this. The danger of world war today
emanates not only from U.S. imperialism but also from its chief ally,
West German imperialism. To ffght for peaceful coexistence is therefore to figtrt against the policy of building a renaziffed, revanchist
West Germany, and supplying it with nuclear weaPons, of reviving
a reactionary monopolist regime with its own dreams of imperialist
conquest. It is to ffght against the maintenance of West Berlin as
an outpost of provocation and intrigue against the German Democratic
Republic and other socialist countries-an outpost which has more
than once become the seat of crisis bringing the world to the brink
of thermonuclear conflict. This aspect of the struggle is completely
obscured by the line of Lirt's article with its reduction of the global

conflict

to

one between the. countries

of Asia, Africa and Latin

America against U.S. imperialism.
The ffght for peaceful coexistence also entails the fght for recognition of People's China, for its admission to the UN, and for an
end to the senseless total embargo on trade with it. This, too, is part
of the special responsibility which falls upon the American people,
and upon its progressive vanguard.
To adopt the approach in Lin's article would be to abdicate all
such responsibilities, for it writes ofi the people of the United States
as a malor force in the anti-imperialist struggle, and it isolates ttem
from their allies in other parts of the world. It is an approach wtrieh
refects a profound lack of faith in the masses of working people, particularly in the United States and other capitalist countries. But it
is precisely, such faith which should motivate Communists in their
struggles everywhere. Only on this basis can unity of all forcet
opposing imperialism be achieved and ultimate victory secured in
tr'^ ffght for poace, freodom and socialism.

GUS HAI.I

IN MEMOBIAM

"A Single-Minded Snn nf the
Wnrking ilass
Of the multitude of each generation only a distinguished few so
Iive and labor in life, that in their passing their fellow-men-their
co-workers, neighbors, friends-can sayr "We have witnessed the life,
the work and the passing of a model."
Or that they can say:-"Our lives are richer, we are all better, life
has a deeper meaning, a higher PurPose. The world is a more beautiful

planet, th-ere is greater hope for human society, t!e1e is greater underStanding, more-brotherhotd, more decency ,and humaneness, there
is greaier social progress for all, because'there lived and labored
onJwhom we, andthe generations to follow, can all emulate-a model."
jack Stachel was such a man. That he never thought of himself in
so"h t"r*s; that he never did or said anything for the purpose of
building such an image, is only further witness to his sincere sense
of modesty, to his deep sense of oneness and total identity with
his fellow-men.

The roots of an image that others will emulate are deep within
a life with a noble purpose, a life with a meaning a life that adds
to a better world, a life that rebels against injustices, a life that
propels and is motivated by social Progress. The life of Jack Stachel
was such a life.

A True

Son of the Poople

his p-atriotism was concerned
Jack was a model of a patriot because

with oeoole. His patriotism above all included the concern for the
victim^s oi u crr"l iociety, the hungry, the needy, the victims of class
and racial oppression.
The patriotism of Jack Stachel had the ring of a new and a higher
civilized quality, because he rejected- such narrow, ignorant and
bigoted concepts as: "My country right or wrong." He supported

IACK STACHET
Icrnu<rry 18, 1900

December 31, lg65

-his
country when right, but when wrong, he fought
th6 efiorts of
to put it right. Because J1"]< *at completely convinced that tho
of U.S. aggression in Vietnam was lwolg and unjust, he gave
poli"y
-ntt
t is remaining-strength and wisdorn to rigtt this wrong.
His patriotism haa the ring of thf future, of a higher form of social
order Lecause he rejected the right of any man to exploit another,
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to. get^rich by another mads labor. He rejected racial prejudice in
a{ ip fops. He rejected the concept of some nations beinf th6 masters

while others are the slaves.
Jack's was-the patriotism-of the people because he rejected and
condemned the right of a few larg6 pr-ivate monopoly corporations
to rob the people of their natural resouries and the friits of thiir labor.
In th9 struggle for civil. rights, Jack Stachel was also a model,
eyf.ecially..for^white Americani. Eqriality among people was a principle of life for tact<. He underst6od, he joinEd traids with fhose
who were ready to take the ffrst step jn eliminating some of the evils
gf the jimcrow system. He welcomei those who viere for civil rights
because it was in their immediate self-interest. He joinedr in -the
stryggl_e
1n{ appllgded every advance towards equality.
B"tI"q\ Stachel's own commiment to the struggie had much deeper
roots. For him each sep forward was only a stepl-owards the complbte
elimination of the sys?em of jimcrow. Hir cori*itoent for the duration was based on his_deep knowledge that the system of discrimination was a part of the s stem of exploitation, that it was tied to
the drive for private profits.
. I"-"k was an uncompromis-rng {oe of jimcrow because he saw beyond
the formal granting oI equal rights. Hb saw the need for a continuous
strugglg to cleanse the human mind of all prejudice and race hahed.
As a white American he felt a deep sense of r6sponsibility, and more,
he accepted that responsibility of ?oing all he ^"oUa to wipe out all
practices of discrimination, to remove al1 vestiges of bigotry |reiudice,
and ctrrauvinism, from the minds of our peoplel
Stachel was one of the pioneers in ihe- struggle to get the trade
unions to be the representaEves of the whole clais-Negio and white.
F-or ]ack the c,oncept of Negro-white unity was an essintial element
of victory in all ffelds of social progress.
. Equality-fuil, _complete gqgality; -was t way of life, a way of
th93ght, a lethg{ of- strugglafor Jack.
In this sense too }ack Stachel
will be emulated by hi. fellow Americans.
What were some of the other ingredients of life that molded this
noble ftghter, this deep thinker, thls Communist, this humanitarian.
Tlrere are many otheJ Americans who e:xpress concern for the poor,
who even make contributions to welfare funds and to the 100 neddiesi
cases. There are others who in general terms disapprove of racial
discrimination. There are many who are for peac6-and there are
others who do not see the wisdom of the war, if aggression against
VieU11m. But Jack's commitment to these strugglei-was someithing

special.

An Organizer of Struggbs
Jack Stachel was

a

man who not only d:isapproved of evil, he

soN oF THE WOXXIilG
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an inspiring leader of
it. He was an organizer of struggles,
-his
uame is lssociated with
m"i. Fro- the Pacific td the Atlantic

fought

the glorious struggles of his generation against class and race oPPressionlgis name il*on the roll- of honor of steelworkers, auto workers,
coal miners, seamen, electrical workers and garment workers. He is
remembered for his leadership in the Sacco and Vanzetti case, the
Herndon case, the Trenton Sil case. He directly participated in the
strikes of steelworkers, coal miners, auto workers and many others.
wars of aggression, class exploitaFor Tack, poverty, racial bigotr),,
-but
features of human
unavoidable
tion liere iot unfortunate
permanent
features
of civilization.
not
were
him
they
For
sociew.
For liim they wero by-products of a class society, to be fought and
to be eliminated.
This profound sense of direction of history this knowledge of what
is the ciuse of these deformities made of Jaek a model revolutionary.
He was a life-time ffghter against such evils and against capitalism"
Tack saw the ffnal correction of these social malignancies in a system
Lf socialism to which he dedicated his life.
To understand the full measure of Jack Stachel, one must see bis
and direction. Eor above all else, he was
working class beginning
*orfire *rr. "H" wis from, and molded by, the working class.
"In his eariy youth he was attracted and drawn into the turmoil of a
vibrant, miffiant, socialist-orientated New York working class movement. Here he was at home. This was his class.
With great eagerness and skill he gathered up the accumulated
experienJes of thls class. These experiences became an integral part
of'Tack. He had the ability to express the workers hopes, their ideas,
bedause they were now hii ovrn liopes and ideas also. He understood,
expressed tire ways of workers, the cultural expressions, the class
haireds, the militancy, the tenacity and steadfastness in struggle.
He leained from, anl became a part of the garment workers, ttre
autornobile workers, the coal mineis, the Negro workers the workers
of lewish. Hunqarian, Polish, Italian and Russian descent, the workers
froin famili"r "of g"o"rations on U.S. soil, and all became Jack s
class family.
For Iacli saw America, &e melting pot of national groups, become
the m6lding pot of a class society, tlie polarization of wealth and
novertv.

^

Oth6, factors infuenced Tac-x"s life but above all else the working
class became the mold; the working class became the star &at guided
his life's travels.
Iack contributed much to his class. IIe is one of the leaders of a
mdvement that ffnally resulted in the organization of the mass industrial unions in the'basic industries. He helped pioneer the concept
of labor's independent political action. He is one of the early pioneers
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in the struggle for social seculity, for iob equality. ]Iis wa-s one of
the toughest voices against the vicious practice of "last to be hired
and ffrsi to be ffred," the system of discrimination against the Negro
workers.

Jack was a model of a working-class ftghter because he was a
m6del of a Communist. He never wavered from this course. He never
had to halt to rethink whether he should turn back or step to the
sidelines. His only thoughts were whether it is possible to do more,
to move faster. 'i'he course of life, the course of history and jack
Stachel, were moving in the same direction. Jack was influenced by
history's direction, and in turn he influenced its course.
Foi his dedication, he was the recipient of the love, admiration
and afiection of his class, and the hatred of the class he fought. In
spite of his serious heart condition, Jack was forced to go tlrrough
tfie agony of nine months of trial for the crime of thinking. The hatred
of lfs class enemy was expressed in the cruel and cynigal statement
of the judge that prison would "do his heart sorne good."
A Brilliarx Marxist

]ack Stachel was one of the ffnest Marxist thinkers. For him the
guidelines of Marxist thought were no fetters, they gave him freedorn
ind con'ffdence, the boldness to probe, to explore that which is new.
For Jack, the science of Marxism was a weapon of struggle, a tool
of social progress, a compass, a guideline leading from the realities
of today to the promises of tomorrow.
fack was a brilliant tactician in struggle. His tactical approach was
always ffrmly tied to speciffc movements of people. His approach
was concrete. He dealt with down-to-earth political reality.
Those of us who worked with him have a special appreciation of
his modesty, of his ability to work as a Part of a team. For ]ack, more
important than to make a contribution in thought, was to make it
col-lectively. For him, more important than ]ack was the team, the
collective.
The Communist Party h"lpud'to mold Jack Stachel into the Marxist
leader that he was. But in turn Jack Stachel made an historic contribution in influencing and molding the Communist Party.
The name, ]ack Stachel, shines brilliantly on the roll of honor of
the heroes of the working class struggle. He will be remembered
and honored the world ovei as one of the architects and builders of

the new social order-socialism.
Tack Stachel's monument is the people and the better world he
heiped to build. His hermitage is the thousands of young rebels who
*iii try to match his greatness, who will emulate him because they
saw in his life's work-a model.

Political Situatinn in Argentina
For many years it was typical of Argenrtina to follow a relatively
simple pattern: an agricultural-cattle economy, dependent on imperialism, with a capitalist development restricted and distorted by
this dependency and by an alliance between imperialism and the large
latifundists ( called the "landed oligarchy" ir:r the national political
idiom). The peculiarity of the Argentine historic process is that between 1810 and 1824 (in the ffnal battle against the Spaniards waged
in Ayacucho, Perri) the country won its political independence, bu!
it did not succeed in achieving national unity nor did it resolve its
fundbmental problem-land.
It was not until the period between 1852 and 1861 that national
unity was secured. Argentina in 1&61 was largely uninhabited; the
maior part of the land had no owners. Two possibilities were open:
either a land fund was to be formed so as to follow the American way,
giving land to immigrants by legal grant along the lines of the Homestead Act of the U.S.; or it could be handed over as private property
to managers of large estates and to foreign corporations. After a brief
struggle, the latifundists imposed this second course. Argentina was
transformed i.nto a country of large estates (latifundias), a situation
which persists until this day.
The development of agricultural and cattle production had to take
into account the world market on which Argentina had to depend
more and more. The slow, long path of capitalist development that
prevailed in the countryside was not the American way, but rather
what Lenin called the Prussian way (the mergrng of large scale land
ownership with capitalism). In other v,ords, the solution of the land
question, which was the historical task of the bourgeoisie, was inherited
by the proletariat. But the proletariat began to act as an independent
class only after the country had become subiect to imperialism (ffrst
British and afterwards U.S.). As Lenin might have put it in lm,per.ialism, the political independence of Algentina remained a formal
independence. In this way, the democratic revolution in Argentina
cal journal of the Commuanist Party

of Argentina. This

artiele, written

especially for Politi,cal Affairs, was translated by Jesus and Clara Colon.
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was developing as an agrarian and anti-imperialist revolution moving

toward socialism.
Within the framework of the above''mentioned backwardness and
independence, the productive forces were growing r1 sp_ite -of everythinf. As a result, the proletariat emerged early as did the bourgeois
and petty-bourgeois democratic movements. The rise of the Argentine
bourgeo*ie always bore the stamp of dependence on imperialism and
the distortion caused by big land ownership. For this very reason, the
relationship of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois democracy with the
proletariainever grew into a broad, inclusive national revolutionary
movement.
In 1890, when the world ffrst celebrated

May Day, the workers'
organizations were already strong enough to hold a public meeting
of some importance in Bue.nos Aires. That same year, the ffrst newspaper with a revolutionary Marxist orientation appeared. Likewise,
1890 was the year of the first large insurrectionary uprising expressing
the revolutionary asPirations of the de'rnocratic bourgeoisie and Pettybourgeoisie. Through the activities of the workers, the Socialist Party
was born; the uprising gave birth to the Hadical Civic Union. there
were neither agreements between them nor joint actions for many
years.

In this way, the classical Argentine pohtical pattern was formed.
The land-holding oligarchy and the conforming bourgeoisie fundamentally expressed themselves in eonservatism (which never took
the fonn of a national political party, but rather remained as a confederation of parties of provincial oligarchies, thus permitting different
levels of alliances and combinations with the bourgeoisie as well as
with different imperialist nations). The rising bourgeois and pettybourgeois movement developed along the lines of radicalism. The
working class, moving toward socialism ( after winn{ng the ideological
battle against anarchism) had two wings: one was reformist-generally
prevalent in the leadership of the Socialist Party-and the other revoIutionary Marxist. The principal Socialist leaders were reformists and
during the war of 1914 they adopted a chauvinist position. The revoIutionary Marxist wing of the Socialist Party, in struggle against reformism and for an internationalist policy favorable to the Zimmerwald Manifesto on the war question, formed the Communist Party
on January 6, 1918.
Until 1945, the political set-up consisted essentially of the following
four parties: Conservative, Radical, Socialist and Communist.
Meanwhile, a number of changes had occurred. U'S. imperialism,
favored by the two wp.rld wars which v,eakened its British rival, was

,lt
displacing Britain in, domination -over the Argentine. eoonomy. Inter'
imperialist frictions were sharpening. In addition to contradictions
between the two English*peaking polvers, there were clashes with
Nazi-fascist interests (sustained in Argentina for reasons of econordrc
expediency, similarity of political aqpirations with some sectors, activ:
ities of immigrant groups of German and Italian ori$n, etc., and
"neutralist" trends among certain bourgeois groups)."
Benefttting by the two world wars and the 1929 world crisis; liglrt
industry grew in Argentina, dependent on the large industrial powers
for equipmen! patents, technology, raw materials, etc. As this important development of dependent light industry proceeded, the largest
enterlxises, which are key in each industy, came directly into the
handi of U.S., British and other foreign coryorations; at present they
are fundamentally in U.S. hands. Industrial growth never succeeded
in breaking away from structural dependency and backwardness.
Even on those occasions when a government reached the lnint of
taking on a more pronounced bourgeois content, its alliance with imperialism and the latifundists was nonetheless maintained.

A,GEMINA

The Crisis of Bourgeois Demouacg
To the extenrt that these changes occurring in Argentine society and
politics became more pronounced, possibilities for worhng-class political action on a national scale increased. The dominant groups, in
their attempt to obstruct this process, lost the capacity to direct it due
to their accomrnodation, conciliation and vacillation. As a consequence,
the bourgeois governments became powerless to retain their infuence
over the masses. The immediate result was the collapse of bourgeois
legality with the coup d6tat of 19i30. The governments that followed
came to power by out-and-out electoral fraud, called :lpatriotic
fraud." The landourners and oPen agents of imperialism aga'in rose
to top government posts. Violence and terror alternated with more
subtle methods to achieve anti-working class and anti-people's obiee'
tives. The Communist Party was outlawed; iailings, persecutiort and
assassination of political and trade union militants began.
Nevertheless, the activity of the workers and the people kept open"
*In a eonfused form neutralism represented the aspirations of a certain
section of th'e bourgeoisie-not the conformists-and of the petty bourgeoisie to develop an economy independent of imperialism. Due to the
dependence of the economy u,pon the foreign market, foreign policy always
had a bis influence on Argentine domestic policy. This was apparent as far
back ,as the end of the trast century in oppositioor to pro-U.S. Pan Amerieanism, in the neutnalism of Radical President Yr,igoyen, in the .t'third
positiont' of Peronism.
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ing new perspectives. In the year following 1980, the uniffcation of
thf trade-uni6ns into one singie trade union center was achieved for'
the ffrst time.* The movement-for solidarity with the spanish Republic
acquired unprecedented breadth. The conditions were being created
'gr"*t national movement for reestablishing democratic
to'build
standards"wfrich would simultaneously facilitate the attainment of
deffnite social gains;
Meanwhilo, ihe p'roductive forces kept coming into conflict with
t"rt of th" baclorard and dependent structure. Industrial
tfr"
"*",
"rpff*g
the -volume of agricultural. production
prodoJtior,
"ppro.ching
't" A; gros, ,aUoiil
prodult, and ftnally reached ffrst place around
of the worki'ng class became quite ap1945, Tire numerical

lrowth

parent.

^ Littl" by little, the conditions

were developing- for a new revoluin which the working class would emerge with its
tionary
"durr""
opposing a bourgeoisie whose inherent vacillations
,arrkr'st
"rrgthened
had led refeatedly iJ a"J. with imperialism and the latifundistas.
In additioi, the new world conditions, the global b_attle against
fascism, alliances on an international level, all coincided to mobilize
the masses in pursuit of social and political victories'
In lg43 there'began to appear the possibility_of. a-b-road united front
pro-Nazi and fraudulent governments'
movement against
"orrt"*rtir",
out into the streets, overthrew the
weni
army
the
At that morient
gover-nment among whose
*or"*"tirc president Casiiilo, and formed aper6n
began, to.stand out
leaders the [hen colonel Juan Domingo
The pretext
character'
a
preventive
of
was
p**i"*tfy. The coup

of Labor (CGT)' was
-tni, trade union ce.nter, the General-Federation
end of the thirties
under the leadership ;f;;f"r*iri unionists, but at the
oonsiderable influence in
had
Con*mrnists
th"
f;rti;t
tii"
;il"silt"s;f
the maneuvers of corrupt and reformist
;]H;6;Ci--*u* "ra"*i"ed hy
under the auspices of
unionists. This latter iliiiirt ,i its reconstitution
(partly
f-o1m91 unionists
leadership
*nist
F
iuiiiiapp'aratus,
ths state
by th9 Comrnuadonted
line
In
the
*rats).
Uorurn
linion
;;; ;;i;r*fit trade 6"sr;;, i" 1946, the strengthenins of
uniw.within
;il i;ff;t it, irtr,
r*ir-"a.-1-V-ai"t of great sacrifl,ces to overcome the secil; oGT k;. ur"pt
far as dissolving:
tarian tactic, ol p"roi.[-t"ufe"t-su"r-ifices that went as union
unity was
trade
fields-this
some
in
unions
;;;;; 6"mr"""i*t_reaper?n-Lsime,
the CGT was a very important parb of
-""irr"a. o"1""e tf,e
the official app'aratus. Ail; it" overt'hrow of Per6n' it underwent-various
main continuod in the hantls of Peronist
;ffi;;;-b;tii" i""a""urrip-i"-iftu
were agreements between them and militant
;;;"';;i*i.t" At timeslher€
timls these agree'melts w.gre broken un6"-*""i.t* and others. Ai-other
adopted bv its conventions
The
nigr't'
tt"
ot
ililh;;;;.twe oi-ift" 6o.-unistsprogram
class 'militants, but thev
other
and
h;; ;h; fili;pp";
often given it by the Rightist leaders
il";""ep."t tfr" i"L"e*iations
it'
when they profess to aPPIY
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was to ffght "administrative corruPtion," but ttre truth is that by combining olreo r"pression andl social demagogy, it was inten-d"d to serve
dikJ to eheck the advance of the mass movement anrd the growth
"r "the Communist Party.
of

Peronism

The military coup d'6tat of ]une 4, L943 was the prod.u-$ of a combination of varied factors. tirrLe Outline of the History of tlw Commain this connection that "along with demnist Party of Argentina says
'civilians
and military men predominated,
fascist
ocratic ilementi,
content."
and gave it its programmatic
Wi:tnin the govemment that axose as a result of the June coup, the
ffgure of Per6ri continued to stand out. Along with the p_ost of Minister
oi W", and participation in the executive power as Vice President
of the Republic, he took over a new post especially-created, at his
request-tf,at of Secretary of Labor and Social Welfare. Through

office he initiated systemat'ic work among the toiling masses,
especially among those recently absorbed by industty. Up to that
tirire, in'view of the composition of the country, the bulk of the
proletariat, or at least an important section of it, was recruited from
i-otrg European immigrants or their children. Under the conditions
of world war, with international migration channels closed, the
growing industrial population was supplied by new workers- (rural
workeri and impoverished peasants from the provinces) and immigrants from near-by countries.
Hundreds of thousands of farmers and their families, crushed by
the chronic agicultural crisis, moved to the large and expanding
industrial centers.* They brought with them the typical sense of
rebellion of the peasant masses, but they lacked the long trade-union
and political experience that had been acquired by the previous
generations of the Argentine proletariat with the'ir international ties
with the class movements that had been developing in Europe. The
political and social demagogy of Peronism concentrated on these
masses, without at the same time neglecting to attract certain grouPings of corrupt trade union leaders. Peronism also facilitated the
creation of a substantial trade union bureaucracy' At the same time
there was unleashed the most brutal repression against democratic
militants, especially the Communists, thousands of whom were ar-

thil

rested.

*According to official flgures, the number of people emprloyed in Argentine industry rose from 380;000 in 1934 to 1,040,000 in 1944.
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With t.he ald of
state apparatus, Peronism could secure the
support of the majority of the workers as well as of other sectionb

of the people, benefftting by the unusually favorable economic situation created by the war and the opportune post-war period. When,
as a result of the war sifuation, mM/ *idely consumed items could
no longer be imported, the Argentine consumer goods industry developed rapidly. This assured a more or less prolonged period of full
employment. In addition, the exceptional status of cattle and agricultural products during the war and imme&ate post-war periods created
.a favorable ffnancial situatio,m.
For these reasons the Per6n government was able to give the masses
something. He did not undertake basic reforms, but he was in a

position to make economic and social concessions. This gave the
peqple a feeling that he was really moving toward a new system of
social justice. In that way he was able to win the support of the rnasses.
That was how the growth of the working class was stymied and how
it was kept from strengthening its revolutionary class positions which
had been developing since the previous century and had already
established a Communist Party theoretically and politically steeled in
battle and enjoying considerable influence. That was the way the
ideological dominuice of bourgeois nationalism was established on a
broad working-class and people's base. Because of this bourgeoisnationalist class-conciliation content, the most important groups of
the Argentine bourgeoisie united to support Peronism, although there
was some wavering.
As a result of these realignments, and based on the growing rveight
of:the workers within Argentine society, relations changed within the
landholder-bourgeois alliance which ruled the country with the approval of foreign imperialism. The leadership passed into the ha'nds
of the bourgeoisie although the bourgeoisie never sought to go into
problems more fundamentally or to overcome dependence on imperialisrn and latifundist backwardness. But what the landholding
oligarchy, the big and conformist capitalists and foreign monopolies
feared rnost (and still fear) was the mass base of Peronism. The social
demagogy of Per6n had succeeded in holding back the forward movement of the masses toward the position of the Communis Party betweenr 1943 and 1946. But, like a double-edged sword, it had cut deep.
It is clear that under the conditions outlined, leadership over the
working class and demagogy could not be sustained in the abstract.
Important conc,,essions were made and, above all, the power of the
$lasses of workers, organized into unions, won a place in the Argentins
ptritical pieture that was not to be minimized.
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Ersolution of Peronism

The nature of Peronism can be described as follows: It never disturbs the leading role of the nationalist bourgeoisie which ls concili'
atory toward imperialism and the oligarchy; but political and social
fluctuations alternately gave predominance to grouPs more committed
to the workers and the peoPle than to more openly reactionary grouPs.
In the last years of Per6n s government, the masses were demanding
more and more insistently the fulffllment of the social policy he promised and they were repudiating anti-Communism. APd if Per6n
tried on various occasions to resort openly to reaction (attempt to
send troops to Korea, prevented by mass actions led by the Cbmmunist Partyl congress on "productivity" to increase exploitation of the
proletariat; promit" to ioin the "Western' camp i1 $e event of ag.
Commtr:nists and
fuession "g*it tt the U'SSR; brutal persecution of
6tho d"-ocratic sectors), under the pressure of the masses he often
had to step back for fear of losing his influenc,e over them. His infuenco was declining during the ffnal period of his government. He was
unable to do everything he wanted to do. For this reason, the dominant
goups which gave him their support at the leSgling_w-ere losing ctnna"*" in the Per6n government as a dike to hold back the mass movement. They began to conspire against him until they overthrew him
by a military coup in September 1955.
That was the way a new period began, the period of open Peronism'
After his fall in 1955, the economic situation of the country, whioh
had been getting worse since 1950, was becoming even more serious.
The high cost of living became intolerablg unemployment and chronic
semi-uiemployment Jet in. An important section of the masses think
that "undei Per6n" they were better ofi and that is one of the reasons
that Peronist influencs still persists. During these years there have
been many zigzags in the policies of Peronism, but the motion of the
masses toward'thi r,"ft is becoming more Pronounced every day.
The struggle of various tendencies within the Peronist movement
makes its iiJological outlook extremely confused. There arose a somewhat eclectic, olportunist current, which merged tendencies of the
purest fascist type with others from the political arsenal of the Argeniine radicalr, ,ird labor theories of a reformist character with nationalist ideas and anti-imperialist phraseology. In broad outline we
may say that ideas like the conciliation of labor wi$ 91pital, apolitical
traie unionism, membership in the "Western and Christian" world,
tho paternal and arbitrator role of the State, constituted the dominant,
,"g*:tir" side of Peronist ideology. Pro-Nazi sympathies and attitudes
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favorable to Franco on the part of Peronist leaders, plus their efiorts
to construct a corporative state apparatus, only emphasized the negative character of this bourgeois-nationalist leadership. Certainly the

growth of the productive forces stimulated the adoption of some
reforms, among them the extension of the sector belonging to state
capitalism. But latifundist property and imperialist domination over
the Argentine economy remained intact. Besides, there came into
existence a whole stratum of ofice-holding capitalists who distorted
even further the social content of the aspirations of the masses.
However, the commitments to the masses and the equilibrium established in order to maintain aonkol were deepening other aspects. A
strong note of social demands, together r.vith the numerical and economic growth of the unions, tended to unite more and more with the
anti-imperialist and anti-latifundist aspects of the dominant ideology.
At the base relations between Communists and Peronists were constantly growing closer.
During the last period of its rule, Peronism very often resorted to
open repression not only against Communists and other non-Peronist
or non-party militants, but also against strikes and demonstrations led
mainly by Peronist masses. However, when the 1955 coup d'6tat
triumphed, the tremendous anti-worker and anti-people's repression
it unleashed aroused the class sentiment of the workers who had not
ioined the Communist Party. The class sentiment made them defend
as their own the trade unions as well as the union leaders and the
whole Peronist apparatus under their leadership. Logically, the Communist militants, although they had a different political outlook, were
in the forefront of the struggle against the repressive measures and
for the defense of 'the political and trade union rights of the masses.

The Left
A few months after Per6n took over the presidency of the Republic,
in August 1946, the Communist Party Congress met. In that Congress
a political and tactical line was put forward to be applied in depth,
designed to help the masses under the influence of Peronism to learn
from their own political experience. It was foreseen that the social
demagogy of the Peronist leaders would clash with the social policy
demanded by the Peronist masses and that they would tur:n toward
the Left.
The work of the Party for many years was persistent, sometimes
discouraging, always painstaking. But no one could divert it from its
line of action: to work with the masses, especially those infuenced by
Peronism and, through mass activity, to change the situation. The
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fruits of this policy are becoming more aPParent each day. _ ,
In strengthening fraternal bonds between Peronists and Communists in thii way, u o"', stage in Argentine political development was
ushered in.
The stage is indicated, in the first place, by the advance in the
proletariais class consciousness. One section, the clearest in underitanding, is joining the Communist Party. The_Party, without_counting thoie affiliated with the youth, has reached the ffgure- of 120,000
re[istered. (Conditions of secrecy or semi-legality in wh_ich the Party
has had to operate for so many years, have not permitted it to assimilate them all.)
But we must not look askance at another Process-one that is much
more complex-that is evident among the rnasses who continue to be
Peronists. \o one can say that their ideology has remained on the
low bourgeois-nationalist and class-conciliation level that p,revailed
in 1946. Mot" ot less deffnite socialist aspirations, enoouraged by the
example of the great Soviet gains and those of the other countries in
the Jorld sociallst systom, have taken a big slurt forward since the
Cuban revolution took a socialist direction. Experience is destroying
the mainstays of class conciliation. Paternalism is being undermined
by the increasing political and trade union activity of the workers.
The Comrnunist Party points out the two aspects of nationalism in
fugentina: the positive side (opposition to imperialism) and the negative (struggle for hegemony in the democratic, national liberation
movement). It is evident that the national bourgeoisie ffnds it constantly more difficult to maintain its leadership over the working class.
On the other hand, national and world events call for emphasis on the
anti-imperialist aspect of this nationalism. The struggle for,leadership
berween the proletariat and the bourgeoisie is being waged ever more
openly i'nside a political movement-Peronism*whose social base
consists mainly of workers who have constantly at their side the Marxist-Leninist vanguard of the proletariat, the Communist Party.
The crisis of the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois political parties,
stemming from their inability to keep the masses within the framework
of bourgeois legality, ffnds expression in the fragmentation and disin'
tegration of the old parties, sometimes formally unifte{ but with v_ery
diverse wings, and at other times openly divided.* This crisis makes

is divided between the People's Civic
with clearly defined factions within it)
and the Intransigent U,CR and the Movement for Integration and Develop'
ment (MID), which are the two parties into which the Radicalism that
followecl Frondizi has been split. socialism has two parties ("democratic"
and "Argentine") and a multitude of groups orr the Left. Within Peronism
* The old Civi,c Radical Union

Radic,al Union (gpvernment p'arty,
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the Peronist outlook even more confused since various groups are
making or breaking alliances or are try{ng to make deals. For that
reason the rightist groups in and outside of Peronism are trying to
stop the masses' turn to the Left by means of agreements opposed to
the interests of the people, made behind the bac}s of the workers.
At the same time, inspired by the great class battleq goups and
factions ready to proeeed along the path of democracy and progress
are taking shape in all bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties with a
mass base.

The existence of united labor unions and big mass movements acts
in this process of moving toward the Left. A characteristic
of the Argentinian situation is that along with the big trade union and
student eenters and the peasant movement t-here are a number of mass
movements, many of which were created by Communists who still
actively participate in practically all of them. We might mention the
peace partisans' movement, the coordinating committee for agrarian
reform, the women's union, youth groups, the movement against the
high cost of living, big cooperative organizations (especially credit
cooperatives), all kinds of neighborhood institutions, the League for
the Rights of Man, various solidarity movements (with Cuba, for selfdetermination, for Spain and Portugal, for Paraguay, for Venezuela),
the Alliance of Intellectuals, the children's movement and others. All
of these are developing vigorouslS producing their own leadership,
and are playing an increasing part in the life of the country. Whenever the working class and other sections of the people have been in
a position to wage successful battles (for example during the CGT
struggles or during the imperialist aggression against Santo Domingo),"
as a catalyst

an endless nu'rnber of parties and groups coexist which sometimes act
together, at other times lend their names and legal approval, and at still
other times are opposed to one another.

*It is appropriate to mention that with regard to the mobilization of
solidarity with Santo Domingo, during thc first three weeks in May, practically the whole country declared itself in favor of the Dominican people,s
right of selfdetermination. This was true of all the dermocratic political
parties, ttre CGT, the student glotrps, provincial and national legislatures,
municipal governments, cultural asd social societies, etc. There were big
demonstrations alil over the country, especially in the city of Buenos Aires,
with barricades in the streets in strug:.gles against the police. It all cllrnaxed
in a great united event called iby the CLGT and the students. Speakers from
the platform included, among' others, Peronist, Cornrnunist and Socialist
leaders. The ,Communist Party and united front organizations in which
Communists take part playeil an important role in these demonstrations.
As a result of the mass struggles, the governrnent was obliged not to send
troops to Santo Domingo. T'tris in turn exasperated reaction which intensiffed anti-Communist McCarthyism.
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advantageously

for the

Reaction

The forces of reaction rely on their traditional strongholds (the
conservative parties, factory, industrial and rural organizations, ffnance
groupings, etc.). But more and more they are trying out a tactic which
combines anti-democratic repression with inffltration and comrption
of the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties and the transfer, more
or less, of executive powers to the armed forces (the "power factor"
or execufive arm of the power of the landholders, imperialists and
oonformist bourgeoisie )
Of course, there are bickerings and quarrels among the rightist
groups; diversity of internal interests and inter-imperialist conflicts
create clashes among them, as was the case until a couple of years
ago with the series of military coups and counter-coups. But they have
deffnitely succeeded in preserving a eommon front whose political
banner is anti-Communism and whose social slogan is "the Western
and Christian concept of private property and free enterprise." Benefftting by the imperialist manoeuvers of the U.S. monopolies, they
have raised high the doctrine of "the domestic front," of war preparations for the "ideological" frontiers within the oountry ( and, inci-

dentally, against neighboring peoples); and they argue for these
doctrines to iustify repression as well as to blachnail the government,
while at the sarne time they are readv to serve as Latin Ameriean
gendarmes on behalf of the U.S. monopolies, especially against Chile
and Uruguay.

They are doing everything possible to promote division among
the democratic and anti-imperialist forces, since they are aware of
their own numerical weakness and lorow- that their Power is based
on divisions among their opponents.
The Gorsernment
For some time now the plitical plans of the Right have been collid'
ing with popular resistance in a very unusual relation, of forces. The
workers and the people have been successful in bringing about the
failure of the direct, primary aims of the ruling classes. But the lack
of unity of the democratic forces and the infuence of conciliatory
bourgeois nationalism within the labor movement prevent them from
consolidating these victories and opening the way to a government
supported by the workers. A typical example occurred in the last
elections for president and vice president: the various candidacies
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supported by the reactionary circles were defeated, but the people's
did not have the capacity to impose its political solutions.
As a result, there emerged the present Radical government of the
people (one of the factions of the old Radical Party) headed by Arturo
Illia and Carlos Perette. The Communist Party has characterized it
as a ftberal bourgeois government composed of diverse elements.
Because of the weakness of its own base, because of the complicated
electoral process through which it came to office (the Peronist and
Communist parties were banned), the government is extremely sen.
sitive to p,ressures exerted upon it. The strong point of its policy, the
point on which it has tried to solidify its position, is the guarantee
of a certain political "stability'' and a climate of relative democratic
movement

freedom.

But the economic and social problems urgently demand solution.
Therefore the mainter:,ance of a democratic climate is linked with the
response to these economic and social problems. The unbridled offensive of the landholders, imperialistJ and conciliatory capitalists
impels the government to take a backward step on so-e oi its positive
measures.* On the other hand, when the people's forces-especially
the comrnunists and Peronists*act in unison, mobilizing thd unions
and the cGT, government trends and actions of a democ-ratic character are strengthened.
t a!el/ the Right has been resorting to conspiracy more and more
openly; the military groups linked to the Pentigon, according to the
Army Chief of Stafl General Ongania, and other military authorities,
have again
legun to operate as a "pressure group," without even
comcealing this intrusion into government matters. All this has once
again placed as a matter for immediate discussion the possibility of.
a reactionary coup.
The Solutians

_ The continuing 'turn toward the Left by the

masses in general is
becoming more and more apparent, especially on the parl of those
under the influence of Peronism. Because of this, at the 12th Congress
held in 1968, the Communist Party was able to open the perspective,
"through the- action of the masses toward the oonquest of poiver," a
perspective that runs through the prograrn and other important reso-

*Recently, on the initiative

of the attorney

general and under direct

pressure frorn the most reaetionary groups, legal action has been initiated
against hundreds of young Communists charged as '.terorists.r, Fof some
time now the political police has lost no opportunity to strike a blow against
the limited legality won by the Oommunists and other people,s forces.
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luions adopted. Among the broad masses of workers, there has matured
the conviction that profound ohanges are necessary in the Argentine
structure, and because of this a govemment with a new social content
will become indispensable. The Communist Party considers that the
base of support for this government will be a b,road national democratic front, whose social base will be the working class, the peasant
masses, the intellectuals and the progressive sections of the national

bourgeoisie.

In the Argentine situation the question is not

whether

these sections of the national bourgeoisie should be included in the
democratic front. The question is to assure the leadership of the prole-

tariat in this front.
The consolidation of the vanguard, maintaining the unity of the
working class, the alliance between the workers and peasants, and
the building of the democratic front are the elements of this poliey.
The Central Committee of the Communist Party, meeting in September 1965, outlined important steps on each one of these aspects, but
it also conffrmed that these steps are inadequate. For that reason
the offensive of reaction has not been completely turned back, nor
can the democratic forces secure greater gains. However, reaction is
{eeply worried about the growth of the Communist Party and its
fraternal relations with the Peronist workers; it is worriedl because
the CGT has for the ffrst time in its history convened a congress for
agrarian reform, because other movements along these lines aie growing stronger and all kinds of mass movements are advancing.
As a consequence of the vacillation and the back-tracking of the
bourgeoisie and the absence of leadership by the proletariat, the Arg:nting peo-ple until now have been frustrated in their struggles. But
the political and social battles are increasing the experience of the
masses, especiall-y of tlre working class. These experiences are mingled
with strains of bourgeois nationalism that still persist, and with-the
influence of the Peronist leaders upon the masses. For this reason,
in the midst of this complex situation, the Communist party favors a
broad realigmhet of_ forces. The axis of this realignment is winning
for a proletarian ideology that section of the masses who are "socia[]
akin to the social compos-ition of our party, in order to ereate together
with them a ffghting and numerically strong vanguard."
This task of-seeking ways to strengthen the vanguard of the proletariat should hdp deyelop with utmost boldness a policy of unity
among democratic and anti-imperialist parties and tendencies. sucir
a policy will be gpalle of- restraining attempts at a coup and will
open_ the way to the desired government of a new type, with a ne\il
social content.

IAMEE E. JACKSON

[lass [onfrontatinn in
Freedom Struggle
The capitalist monopolists' domination of the country is characterby the merciless exploitation of the working class, the ruination
of the farmers and the savage oppression of the American Negro peoized,

Ple.

Maiori;iy Are Workers

Though only one-tenth of &e natiods population, the Negro people supply neaily one-fourth of its industrial working force.
.'It is a mark of their special oppression that the Negro people
have been bound in the rnair:r to the bottom-most rungs of the ladder
of social classes. They are the,most proletarian of all the peoples or
ethnic gioups who make up the population of the nation. About onehalf of the number of white workers are engaged in occupations classified as white-collar jobs but only one-fffth of the Negro are employed
at jobs above the blueJevel.o Less than ffve per eent of the Negro
people can be classiffed in. middle class arnd professional employee
categories. Among the small capitalists there are only the barest
representation of Negroes and none are to ,be found in the higher
rungs of big capitalists and monopolists.
In the total lnpulation the,farmers are a small part of the working
force-about seven per cent. This ratio also holds true in respect to
the Negro people where just eight per cent of the Negro working
force are employed in various kinds of farm work.
The special racist character of the economic exploitation of the Negro people by monopoly is disclosed in the fact that Negoes are paid
less than whites for equivalent work in every category of employment,
from unskilled laborer to university-trained professional.
As the Negro Americans have been,ruthlessly exploited and robbed
of their righfful share iu thd economy, so have &ey been deprived of
* Whita-aolla,r refers to skilled workers, technicians and elerical workers.
Blue.Collmr refers to unskilled and semi-skilled indu.striail workers and
service peopile.
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their iust share of social services, educational and eultural opportunities. Racist laws, discriminatory customs and poverty have conspired to force the mass of Negro Americans to dwell in the most
depressed areas of the cities. The big city ghetto and rural slums are
everywherg North and Sout\ tlle home communities of the Negro
people. They are segregated parts of the larger communities which
aro qrstematiolly cheated of their iust share of housing, parks, street
oars, hospitals, schools, cultural centers, etc. They are supplied only
with 'arq abundance of police by ,the local government authorities.
The plice who patrol the Negro sections and communities operate
as defenders of property and the privileges of the "downtown" ruling
class interests. They are committed to defense of the EstabUshment
through subjecting the people of the slums to endless and brutal assaults upon their dignity, their lives and liberties with billy and pistol
and arbitrary acts of arrest of iumocents.
The greatest indictment against the social system of the U.S. monopolists is revealed in the fact that the Negro people have been deprived of the minimal political rights associated with the Constitutional guarantees of citizens and the basic criteria of democracy and
human rights. In the southern states even the elementary right to vote
is still a cause to struggle for and not yet a universally won and exercised right of the Negro citizen. Throughout the country, South and
North, Negro Americans are deprived of their righdul share of the
political lrcwer, of fair representation in government from the local
to the national levels. Along with the political, economic and social
discrimination which express the fundamental nature of the oppression of the Negro people in the United States, Negro Americans also
are confronted on every hand with the ideological assault upon their
human digity and self-esteem by the barbarous doc,lrine and practices of white supremacy, of racist preiudices and chauvinist arrogance,
Integral Part of Workers' Struggl,e

It is such cirsumstances which ctrraracterize and deffne the conditions of the Nego people in the mntion and which have given rise to
the modern movement for freedom and equality of the Negro people.
During the past decade especially, this movement has conducted
wavo after wave of heroic mass actions which have set millions of
Negro Americans and white masses in motion in support of its goals.
The ceaseless struggles of the Negro people have attracted the active
support of ever-larger sections of the rest of the nation. Furthermore,
world public opiniomr has rallied to the cause of the Negro Americans
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in battle for their just rights. As a consequence, some declaratory
measures have been won from the'government which affirms the
justness of the Negro people's demand for an end to the diserimination system, but the system remains as oppressive as ever.
In the present and developing phase of the Negro people's struggle
for equal rights and freedom, a new quality of emphasis must be
placed on the question of the interaction and interdependence of this
battle with the historic working-class obligation to lead the entire nation in struggle to break through the barrier of the capi,talist social
system itself. It becomes increasingly evident to the Negro freedom
ffghters that the real enemy is the big business-dominated society
which is structured primarily to serve the profft interest of the monopolists rather than to satisfy the ever-expanding needs and requirements of the masses of the people.
Lenin noted that it was necessary to be minidful of the wide range
of the correlations between the movement of the oppressed and the
proletarian emancipation movement of the oppressing people; to help
each in turn to identify its cause and goals with that of the other.
He saw the convergence and mufual reinforcement of these two movements as essential for the victory of either. This concept has special
validity for our time and the struggle in our country; emphatically
so, when we give consideration to the overwhelming working-class
composition of the Negro people.
In the period ahead the Negro freedom move'ment will increasingly
develop a consciousnress of the obiective fact that the struggle for Negro equality ond freed.un is a specializeil part of the ro'orking-class
struggle; that ultimately the Negroes' oppressive condition is perpetrated by the capitalist-monopolist class which is able to gain additional profft advantage from the super-exploitation of Negroes as a
consequence of their deprivation of equal rights.
More and more clearly the Negro freedom movement will draw
anti-monopolist conclusions from the experiernces of its struggle. The
heavy proportion of working people to the total Negro population
dictate such a course of development for the Negro freedom movement.*
What is more, capitalism in the U.S. has historically victimized the
Negro American, even as capitalist-imperialism victimized his ancestral kinsmen of the African continent,

*

The Negro Americans are 70 per cent ufban; 86 percent are of the
working class; eight per cent are farmers and farm workers, five per cent
are of the middle class, only a fraction of one per cent are petty capitalists.
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From its earliest establishment in America, capitalism has been
guilty of enriching its private fortunes out of the most savage robbery
of the Negro people and the most ruthless exploitation of the labor
power of the Negro working people both during the era of chattel
slavery and throughout the span of the century since emancipation.
Capitalism instituted ,the dreadful system of human slavery to
translate "the blood, toil and tears" of Negroes into personal proftt
and corporate capital and maintained it by terror and law and savage
racist social customs for over 800 years.
The operation of the slave system in the U.S.A. then, like the discrimination system against Negroes now, were developments of capitalism and functions of this nefarious system of human exploitation
for private profft-making.

Vital Front of Anti-Monopoly Struggle
Notwithstanding all the disabilities and oppression-the excludinig
and the denial, the segregation and the discrimination-the Negro
people are an integral part of this American nation.
l'he Negro is an American and, this United States is his natiae Land.
Other than the Indians, all Americans have ancestral origins abroad.
Negro Americans' ancestors stemmed from Africa, from peoples who
today are playing a great role in the world cause of emancipation
from the bondage of colonialism and imperialism
The struggle of the Negro people for integration in the economic,
political and social affairs of the nation on the basis of full equality
with all other Americans rs a struggle to enlarge demouacq in the
entire nation.
Negro Americans

of all classes are compelled to enter into ttre
struggle against racial discrimination and its social consequences.
However, the fact that the Negro people are predominantly workingclass-will increasingly, influence the program and goals of the Negro
people's movement, the strategy and tactics of the struggle, as well
as assure t}le permanent nature of the alliance with the organized
Iabor movement. Indeed, labor and the Negro people are destined
to march together in pursuit of a common future free of capitalist
exploitation and capitalist racial oppression.
Because of tlie
[S! working-class composition of the Negro people
and the strength of_the Negrotvorkers in key areas of thJecolnomy,
the freedom struggle of the Negro people presents itself as a oital
front of the anti-monopoly struggle. lt is geared into the tasks related
to the fulffllment of the historic goal of the working class, that is, tg
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efiect the transformation of society from capitalist to socialist. The
freedom obiectives of the Negro people direcdy benefft the working
class amd serve the democratic interest of the whole nation.
The Negro people's ffght to eliminate political discrimination is,
in essence, a straggle for genui,nely reprcsentatioe gooernment.
It entails full freedom to vote and to be voted for. The maiorttg
must be secure to exercise its right to the pouer in local political subdivisions-precincts, wards, counties, Congressional Districts, Assernbly Districts, etc. The minori,ty must have the right to its iust share
of the pouer, to proportional representation at all levels of the three
branches of government*the legislative, adm,inistrative and iudicial
as well as an equal share of the police authority.
The struggle of the Negro people for full access to the political
arena in the southern states and the northern ghettos is a struggle
to oust the worst reactionaries, Dixiecrats, racists, v/arrnongers, antilabor servants of the monopolists from the Congress and from the
state and local governing bo-clies and to place in pirUti" office genuine
representatives of the people chosen by and from the Negro people,
the labor movement and the progressive forces generally.
Th struggle of the Negro people against economic discrimination
is a maior front in'the real u:ar against pooerty,
It requires the trade union organization of the unorganized, especially in the factories and the ftelds of the South.
It necessitates the development of the economy in the South in
particular and in the other areas of blight and poverty as rvell. The
recunstruction of agriculture on a modern scientiffc basis and big
expansion of industry in the southern region is needed.
The economic needs of the Negro pecple require a vast and countrywide program to wipe out the shame of the slums of the metro.politan centers and rural areas and to erect in their stead unsegregated,
open-occupancy, controlled low-rent and low-cost housing, recreational facilities and playgrounds and parks, as well as all necessary
schools and hospital facilities.
Capital for the ffnancing of such development programs which are
needed to reduce the accumulated discrinrination gap in the economic
status of the Negro people must be supplied by the govennirnent out
of the profft hoards of the monopolists and from the savings that
would fow from a drastic reduction oI the military appropriations.
io wipe out
To secure the scale of anti-poverty program
"""a.a
the economic'discrimination and social deprivation of Negro Americans is to make an assault upon the profft grabbing of the corporations
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and the trusts, is to enter into struggle against the economi"

ical pillars of monopoly capitdism itse[,

&
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poili-

Sqeking .Ahematioe to Capdtdist Oryession

central to the solution of all problems that present themselves in
the area of strategy and tactics for the Negro heedom movement is
the necessity to identify the Negro people in terms of r) their relation to the nation as a whole, and 2) their relation to the working
class (whose_ destiny it is to lead he nation, to its classless futuref,
In this regard:
1) Negroes Erxe an internal part of the nation, though sufiering special
oppression and raoial discrimination.
2) The number of.Negro capitalists is minimal and none are.big
capitalists; the middle class category is a small percentage of th[
total; the mass of the Nego people is of the working class. _ The approach to all pohcy questions, to all'matters of tactics amd
strategy in respect,to the developing struggles of the Negro freedom
movement must take into account the necessity that all potricies and
tactics need to correspond to both the immediate as well as longrange interest oI the basic nmnbers of the Negro people, that is, io
its working class majority.
During the past decad_e the young generation, especially, of the
Negro people, have gained a wide experience with the class nature of
the capitalist s'tate and how its police and court system defends its
pfvilege and power. They have gained much experience in the matter
o-f building
cultivating unity, reaching out to forge
-organizations,
alliances with a wide stratum of white people. They have, out of thJir
eqrc,rience, grown profoundly eritical of the whole nature and stnrctur-e of capitalist society._ They seek a p-rogressive altennative to capitalism. Now, as at no other time in itihistory, the communist party
of the u.s.A. has the opportunity and duty to disclose the socialist
alternative to- the young generation, to bring to the Negro militarts
ttre science of Marxism-T,eninism ,:
!"lp illumine ah" r"iy to lasting
victory for the masses in the struggle for freedom, equarity and
iustice.
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from America.

HffiBEnT APTHEI(EB

Vietnam' An Eyewitness Heport
On lanuary 16, 1966, about fwe thousund. people iatnmed Manhattan
Center in Neus York City to hear reports from the three Ameri,cansProfessor Statrghton Lynd, Mr. Tlnmas Hayden, and Dr. Herbert
Aptheker-raho recently returned from a fact-finding mission to the
Democ,ratic Republic af Yi.etnarn. Chairing the meeting was that oeteran lead,er in the cnnade for peace-A. I. Mu*e. Upon that occasion,
the follouing pa.per $os delioered by Com.rade Aptheker*Tbe Editors.

Everywhere are air-r:aid shelters. Atop them children romp, and
watching the children are grandmothers. They are the target.
Hanoi with its one million people is calm-determined, but quite
calm. Lights, shops, bookstores, the opera, the cinema, ten thousand
bicyclists; here is the target.
A large and lovely lake is in the city's center. Fronting it, I am
told, were flowers but now these have given way to air-raid shelters.
Still, there are stalls where flowers are sold and as I stroll by late in
the evening many women are preparing displays-bind{ng bouquets,
trimming the leaves. Again, the target.
This Iady is on the Peace Committee. She is pleased to meet Americans who are friends; she has met others in international gatherings.
Some American women among them. They were just like we women
here, she thinks. Is it not so? I mean they seemed to me to be as
sentimental as we are-they love their husbands and want their children to grow up. So do we. Why can this not be? There is nothing
like loving children, I think-except it is loving independence. Independence, freedom and loving children; these are things women must
have, is it not so? She is the target.
A village some twenty miles south of Hanoi. Here live 850 families
-some 4,500 souls. Now there are many less, for the men are in the
army. An elderly peasant with the characteristic wisp of a beardiust Iike "lUncle Ho"-sits in a cart and allows himself to be pulled
by the faithful buffalo to his work. He is reading as the animal plods
the familiar path.
We say good morning, He is happy to welcome me to his village,
40

I have come a long way aurd others have come from'T

my country, too. But you have come with open hands and are a friend
-so, good morning.
May I know, please, what are you reading?
This? O, this is Sholo}rhov. Of course, you know Sholokhov?
Yes. Ant what do you think of Sholo(hov, I ask.
There is no doubt he writes well. An interesting writer and he knows
people. But do you know something? I must say it; his stories are a
little pat sometimes. Do you lnow what I mean? I mean things come
out too well and too soon. It does not happen that way all the time.
Still, a ffne writer.
He goes off and next to him is his rife. For while the young men
are away, everyone else-the aged and &e women*are all armed.
Indeed, the village people tell me they have a special name for the
old man's brigade-it is "the gray-haired force."
I watch him go ofi irnto the Asian landscape, engrossed in Sholokhov, the gun by his side. He is the target.
. What labor is here! With pride I am told df what they have built

in the village that now is theirs. The drainage ditches, the brick

the cabbage and rice,
grapefruit and tangerines; the pigs they have bred, the ducks they
have raised; the harvest that was good. O, what labor is here and what
srveetness now that at last the village is theirst The young wornan,
in charge of the local guerrilla forces, says tllat if President Johnson
cornes to take this village we will ftght for it and no one will take it;
At last this is ours-everything now we share and now that we share
we no longer quarrel. Everything is a target-the harvest, the brick
house, the pigs and ducks, and this young woman with the rifletargets for the Pentagon.
It is Nam Dingh, a city of 90,000. This is the battle zone; eleven
times in the past planes have roared across the city dropping bombs
and straffng with rockets. In the province of which Nam Dingh is
the capital live many Catholics-250,000 I am told.
It is evening-one travels only at night. I ask to see the oldest priest
and am introduced to a man of 75 years.
Sixty years I have been in the church, he says. In the old dayswith the French-the church was not free and now it is.
What do you mean, Father?
In the old days, early mass was for the French and not for us; we
had to go to late mass. In the morning soldiers guarded the church
doors with guns and would not let us enter-only they-only the
French-could enter.
homes, the bicycles, the newly-planted trees,
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: Why was that? Father? Why-why to keep us apart and to make
us feel like intruders in our ounr home. They had two Christs in tbose
days-one for the Vietnamese and one for the French.
I say it is like ir *y country, Father. At home, we have a Black
Christ and a White Christ. Really, he says; I see. Theq, abruply:
Why is it the Americans are bombing my city? What have we done to
t"ho Americans? Can you explain it to me? I do not understand. Why
do they come here and bomb this city? It is so cruel, it is inhuman.
Can you tell me why it is?
My hosts come and tell me we must leave. There is an alert-they
are forty miles away and we are not sure but it is not safe. I beg to
be allowed to remain, but they will have none of it and I must leave.
I ask the Fathet's pardon for leaving so quickly:and to myself, I ask
the Father's pardon for a million other things, too.
The police directing traffic are women - everywhere they are
women and they carry no guns and no clubs-nothing but their hands.
In this temible land of tyranny and Communist slavery everyone is
armed-except the policet Why do your police carry nothing at all,
I ask? Becausg I am told, um,der the French and the ]apanese we had
enough of the armed police and the police with their clubs; the police
shot us and clubbed us and now that the police are ours they carry
notbing at all. We cannot stand to look upon police with clubs.
It strikes me lhen that in Hanoi-unlike the pictures I had seen of
Saigon-there were no barricades before the hotels, aord no fenced-in
cafes. There is no danger from within here-the danger is only from
without and from the skies.

* {

c

On our way home I get the free world press again-and the insanity
In the Heralil Tribune of Dec. ?9, Ted Sell writes from Washington that the bombings of North Vietnam have not succeeded in
dislocating its society. And he reports that in the Pentagon, many are
saying-I quote: "Now, only massive attacks, perhaps with nuclear
weapons, could cause such immediate dislocation."
Before I came to the target area, I read these throg. and shuddered. But now, now that I have been in the target area with the kids
on the air-raid shelters, with the 71-year old priest, with &e Sholokhovreading peasant of the "gray-haired force," now it is-I do not knour
what to say-it is like a nightmare
I looked upon the concentration camps 21 years ago; I saw the ovens
and when our outfft arrived, the places still stank. I saw it but I could
uot believe it. It was a nightmare. But we had fought against this, we
had been on the side of the inmates. If that \ryas a nightmare, urhat
again.
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was this? Now, the crematoria were made in the United States and
were portable and were called napalm and phosphorus-and iournalists were coolly writing of "dislocation" with massive attacks
through nuclear weaponst
I;d imNewweef of January 10, 1966, that Bob Hope is in Saigon
entertaining 10,000 troops with his inimitable wit. The magazine
says, "They roared when Hope called the U.S. bombing raids on
North Viebram 'the best slum clearance project they ever had."' I
remember that we forced some of the German officers to go through
the concentration camps and we all ffled through with handkerchiefs
to our noses, and I remember that when we emerged into the air and
the nazis dropped their handkerchiefs-I remember that some were
laughing! The crematoria constituted one huge sewerage proiect to
them, in which scum-]ews, communists, Slavs-were wiped out.
Professor Morgenthau writes truly when he indicts this "senseless,
hopeless, and brutalizing war." Dr. Beniamin Spock wrote truly when
he declared, of what U.S. armed might is doing in Vietnam-"When
Hitler's armies used such tactics we called &bm atrocities.r'
al*

And when lfitler's armies marched, he did not say but the world
knew that he wanted the oil and coal, the wheat and iron of the
Ukraine, tlat he wanted to annihilate the idea of popular sovereig[ty,
that he sought to extirpate Socialism. Such realistic considerations are
scarce today in the noble rhetoric with which American-made atrocities
are bedecked. But it was not always so. Thus, when the French were
fleing most of the ftghting against the Vietnamese, the Netolork Thws
editorialized-February 12, 1950: "Indo-Cnhina is a prize worth a large
gamble. In the north are exportable tin, tungsten, zinc, manganese,
coal, lumber and rice, and in the soutl are rice, rubber tea, Pe1r
Per. . . ."
And a little later-but while the French still held the line-President
Eisenhower permitted himself to exPress these thoughts at the United
States Governors' Conference, August 4, 1958:
Now let us assume that we lost Indo-China. If Indo-China goes,
right away. The peninsula, _the last bit of
land hangin! ooTo*r, 6ure, *orld be-scarcely defensible. The
tin and t-unfstea that we so-greatly value from that area would
. . . So when the United States votes $400 millioms
ceaso
that war, we are not voting 6 giveaway Program. Wo are
to help"o*i"g
votiugi for the cheapest way we can to prevent the occurrence of
ro-driog that wouli be of i most terrible- signiftcance to the United
States of America, our security, our power and ability to get certain
several things happen
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things we need from the riches of the Indo-Chinese ter:itory and
from Southeast Asia.

Lpdon B. Johnson, as President of the United States, tends to
deliver himself of elevated prose-though at his order the armed forces
deliver something other t}an prose. Still. one wonders whether the
truer Lyndon B. Johnson was speaking when as a Congressman he
said on the foor of the House of Representatives, March 15, 1948:
"No matter what else we have of oftensive or defensive weapons,
without superior air power America is a bound and throttled giant;
impotent and an easy prey to any yellow dwarf with a pocket knife."
It is this chauvinism, racism, colonialism, this parasitic appetitaas well as considerations of strategic position and future activities
against other socialist lands-that lie at the base, I think, of the aggressive foreign policy nr,ow dominating Washington.
Whatever demagogic purposes may have prompted the issuance of
President Johnson's Fourteen Points, and whatever devious intentions
may lie behind the "peace offensivd' and the halt in the bombings
of North Vietnam-that the language is closer to the necessities of
peace is to be welcomed, that world public opinion, Vietnamese
resistance, and American public opinion played a part in inducing
the "peace offensive" and halting the bombings is all to the good.
The ffrst point of the Fourteen Point Statement issued by President
Johnson on December Z7-acceptance of the Geneva Agreementsrepresents the essential point of both the National Liberation Front
of South Vietnam and of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. If
adhered to and implemented, it means an end to the war in Vietnam
and basis for a lasting peace irni Southeast Asia.
The Geneva Agreement of 1954 was for the people of Vietnam
what the Treaty of Paris of 1783 was for the people of the United
States. Both represented treaties entered into after prolonged negotiations by defeated colonial powers-in the earlier case, Great Britain,
in the later case, France-with the formerly colonial peoples-American and Vietnamese, respectively-who had won their independence
through struggle.
The Geneva Agreement was a generous one offered by the victorious
Vietnamese to the defeated French. Thus, though the Vietnamese
had proposed that the temporary military line of demarcation be at
the LSth parallel and the Frqnch at the l8th, the ffnal Geneva Agreement set that at the 17th, representing a concession to the French not
only of considerable territory but also of some two million people.
But this was agreed to and Geneva as a whole was signed by the
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Viltnamese becauso it contained the main thingsr the acceptance of
the independence and integpity of the Vietnam nation, affirmed the
temporary non-political character of the split at the 17th parallel,
required the withdrawal of all foreign troops frorn Vietnam, prohibited
the future introduction of such troops, and set down procedures for
the reuniftcation of Vietnam by 1956. And it was accepted by and the
terms were carried out by the Vietnamese people because "Uncle
Ho" asked them to do so-and Ho Chi il{inh is.to the Vietnamese what
Washington, Lincoln and Lenin taken together represent.
Tho Geneva Agreement terminated, a "dirty war" waged for over
eight years-1946-1954*by the French with the massive assistance of

the United

It

States.

is universally aclnowledged-as by former Presideurt Eisenhower,

for example-that the 1956 elections were not held at the insistence
of Saigon and Washington authorities because it was certain that
Ho Chi Minh would have emerged as the choice of the overwhelming
majority of the Vietnamese people, in both the north and the south.
Nevertheless, since Genevi arrd si.rce 1956, the DRV has tried repeatedly, though without success, to normalizo relations between
South and North Vietnam. Furthermore, in three important respects
-as was emphasized during the trip-agreements already have been
offered going further than the Geneva accord. Thus, the DRV-and
since 1960, the NLF-have agreed to:
a) the neutrality in foreign policy of the South Vietnam initerim
governrnent;

b) the coalition character of such a government;
c) a prolonged process for the reuniffcation of North and South
Viehram, determined without outside interference by the people
involved and confirmed by a general, free elestion. '
None of these three points was in the Geneva Agreement. All-and
this was emphasized in the course of our iourney*illustrate the moderation of the DRV approach. Certainly their existence-undoubtedly
unknown to the vast majority of Americans-refutes the Washingtoon
stereotlpe of the DRV and the NLF as intransigent and stubborn, not

to

say war-seeking.

The fact is that after twenty-ffve years of war no people on earth
craves peace more than those in Vietnam. But those twemty-ffve years
o! war were inspired by the goal of the independence and integrity
of the Vietnamese nation. This is an indispensable prerequisite. And
let it be added that the very long experience of the Vietnamese people-covering thousands of years-has shown them that without independence, existence becomes either impossible or unbearable.
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As just a single exqqrple oJ what is meant: In th9- one-year florn
1944.,45, under the Japanese and the French, two million Viehamesg
starved to death. Hln-ce, without independence, it is passionately felt
in Vietnam-of this my trip persuaded me beyond any doubt-a1y
"peace" can only tepiesent surrender and no one-least of all the
Linited States, cieated in a war for independence-should demand
or expect such abandonment.
It ivas independence, unity and national integfilf which were the
heart of Genela, and many Vietnamese wonder if it is not because
of this that the highest oficials in the United States Governmentsuch as Secretary oist"t" Dulles and President Eisenhower-expressed
so low an opinion of the Geneva Agreement at the time of its signing-.
If the ffrsi of the Fourteen Points of December 27 is meant in fuU
seriousness, nothing else is necessary. That point means the recognition of VietnamesJ independence, unity and national integrity and
it forbids the presence o[ foreign troops in Vietnam. Let the ffrst be
solemnly affirmed and let the seeond Process be undertaken andmy iourney persuades me-Peace is well on its way in Vietnam'
fn ttis coinection, however, it is necessary to observe that so universally respected a commentator as Walter Lipprnann, i1h1s column
dated December 29, concludes: "I believe it a gave mistake to attempt to make permanent our military Presence on t"he Asiarn mainhnd . . . Mahng this artiffcial and ramshacHe debris of old empires
permanent and committing our lives and fortunes to its maintenance
ir"rrr, I believe, unending war in Asia." It is necessary also to observe
that Tom Lambert nwitirrg from Washington in the N. Y. Heruld'
Tribune of December 8l-several days after the announcement of the
Fourteen Points-notes that while the U.S. will accept "a nonaligned
South Vietnam," nevortheless the U.S. "w'ill not let South Vietnam
go to the Communists and will remaiu there militarily if ne_cessary
Io preclude any such Communist takeover." This rules out the free
and' unfettered choice by the PeoPle involved. Furthermore, since it
depends upon what Washington co,nsiders "Communist" it may well
rule out anything to the Left of the present "Ptemier" of the Saigon
regime, who has stated that his favorite hero is Hitler!
And Mr. Lambert went on in the same dispatch to quote the President's assistant, Mr. Bill D. Moyers, as repeating that the "basic"
aim of the United States in Vietnam-as stated by President ]ohnson
in Baltimore in April, 1965-remains, namely, the U.S. "demands an
independent South Vietram seeurely guaranteed." But the whole
pint of Geneva was the temporary character of the two-zone sePara'
tion of Vietnam and the agreement as to the unity and sovereignty
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of viekram-not North and south, but vietnam. one cannot affirm
adherence to Geneva and simultaneously reasonably insist that a

"basic" demand is for a separate, independent and ..non-Communist',
South Vietuqamt

clearly and correctly,

r

be[eve, the vietnamese feer that their
It is a continuation
of an anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist efiort waged against the
Japanesg the French-American and now the Americ"an g&ernrnent.
Furtler, the struggle
not only tle cause of the-triumph of
,
tho national liberation of-seeks
the vietnamese people. In addition, sirch a
victory would thwart the efiort of the u.b. [overnment to establish
a military stronghold in southeast Asia for purposes of exploitation
and conqugst of that area, and as a base for further assaults throughou!fuia,_-tlu1_clearly opening up the prospects of a general and eien
a Third World War.
struggle is a just war for national independence.

I believe, take very seriously the unanimous agreereached at the 1957 and L9@ conferences of the workers'-and
commrrnist Parties. There it was agreed that a prime task was to exet
every effort to further the cause of national liberation and simulThe vietramese,

mernrts

taneously to prevent world war. Both were viewed as two sides of
rt*: 'anti-imperialist efiort. T.he present struggle against the
*u.
united states government's policy of aggression in Viemim is held
to be exactly that kind of struggle. It is, then, a fundameurtar issue
in the central task of our era-the achievement of national Iiberation
and the p-revention of world war-i.e., the implementation of the policy
of peaceful oo-existence.
No'te is to be taken that the viebramese emphasize the distinction
betweem, the American people and the U.S. g&ernment. They value
most highly the_impressive eflorts for peaco being waged by large
sogments of the American people. It is a historical fact that the present
degreg of opposition to an actual war being conducted is ivithout
precedent and the relative absence of passionate suppot of such an
actual war also is without precedent in the history of the united states.
Let it also be observed that the vietnamese do not seek the defeat
of the united states amd do not conceive of themserves as capable
o{ defeating the united states. That is, they are not waging war upon
the united states and do not seek the destruction of-orri clties, let
alone. the capture of washington. They are seeking to defeat the
Amorican aggression upon their soil; they seek to defe"at the American
government's aggressive foreign policy.
The ag_gessive war policy
_
9f tle Johuson Administration brings
death and maiming to thousands of Americans and ruin and devasta-
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tion to Vietnam. Tho aggressive policy of the Johnson Administration
threatens all social progress and democratic achievements in the
United States-there is a 8X per cen't ceiling for wage increases, but
there is no ceiling at all for rates of profft by corporations! There is
impotence in the face of the mulder of civil rights workers in the
United States and the capacity to send 200,000 American soldiers ten
thousand miles from home to kill peasants and burn villages!
The Johnson policy of aggression tlreaterx the Amerioan people
with the kind of catastrophe tlat Hitler's policy of aggression did
bring the German people.
The President of the United States speaks of our honor as a nation.
Does it honor our nation to ravage a people who have done us no
harm? Does it honor our nation to spread chemical poison upon the
labors of farmers? Does it ho,nor our nation to turn children into
beggars and women into prostitutes? Does it honor our nation to
hurl phosphorus shells and napalm bombs and beneftcent gases uPon
the homes and bodies of millions of men, women and children?
If to shout to the heavens irn denunciation of such "honor" be
treason, then let my name forever be enrolled among the traitors.
The truth is that a reversal of the present aggressive foreign policy
of the U.S. government is in the best interests of the people of Vietnam and of the United States, and of the entire world. Pressures for
sueh a reversal are mounting througlrout the world and they are
mounting here. And, of course, here is the main responsibility.
Never since the days of chattel slavery has a question of right and
wrong been clea,rer in our country than it is today with the war ih
Vietnam. Among those who opposed slavery there were many differences-but finally one thing united all-a sense of humanity, an elementary feeling of decency, a concern for fundamental morality.
The difierences that seemed so important to the various camps in the
auti-slavery efiort now have interest only to historians; and the greatest
lesson they teach all of us is this: whatever prevented unity in the
shuggle against slavery was helpful to the slaveowners. Whatever
prevents unity now in the struggle to STOP THE KILLING IN VIETNAM is helpful to the "crack-pot realists" and the "stone-age" Generals. We must go to the American people in their multi-millions, and
say to them plainly and convincingly in terms that they will understand and act upon-this war is atrocious, immoral and intensely
harmful to our country and to our own everyday interests.
I refuse to admit even the possibility of failure in this great crusade.
We will not fail; we will succeed' and in succeeding we will make
America a beacon of decency, justice, equalrty and peace.

COMMUNICATIONS
WIITIAM c; TAYTOB

The Mc[nne f,ommission on Watts Upsurge
lE.r.-

In the Political Affairs of last
October, in my artiele on the
Watts "uprising," I pointed out
that the Report of the Commission
appointed by the Governor and
now knows as the McCone Comutission "is awaited skeptically,

u'ith an attitude of 'wait and
see.'" After an expenditure of
nearly $300,000, the Commission

has issued a 100-page report con-

taining facts and

information

which had long been available,
ofiering a mass of contradictory
proposals (most of which had
been made several years before),

whitewashing the basic issues
raised, particularly that of police
brutality, and placing the responsibility for the upsurge on the
Negro population and its leatlership.

It is obvious from the response
to the issuance of the Report of

the McCone Commission, that last
October I understated the attitudes of the population. The Re-

port has been overwhelmingly

rcjected by the Negro people, by

labor and by all

progressive-

minded people in Los Angeles.
Even though it does grant some
coneessions to the demands of the
Negro community, it is rejected

because the concessions are behind the times. They may possibly

have been in order prior to August
11, 1965, but certainly not since
the upsurge.

Onus on Negro Community
The major conelusion of the report is that the Negro community
itself must bear full responsibility
for the evils that exist in the
community. A mass of testimony
before the Commission pointed
out the plethora of Negro grievances arising from the jimcrow
chauvinism of white authority,
both governmental and police;
this was rejected by this blueribbon commission.
Ignoring the present derhands
of the Negro community, the report instead outlined what the
Commission felt was needed. So
blatantly was this done, that one

of its

members, Reverend James

a Negro minister and a
member of the Los Angeles Board
Jones,

of Education, had to write a dissent, stating; "I do not believe it
is the function of this Commission
to put a lid on protest registered
by those sweltering in ghettos of
the urban areas of our country."
Reverend Jones goes on, deseribing his reasons for determining
that the Report "put a lid on protest," and concludes his dissent

':
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by stating that a member of a
disadvantaged minority "has a
right to protest when circum-

stances do not allow him to participate in the mainstream of Amer-

ican society. Protests

against

forees which reduce individuals
to second-class citizens, political,
eultural, and psychological nonentities, are part of the celebrated
American tradition. As long as an
individual'stands outside looking
in'he is not part of that society;
that soeiety cannot say that he
does not have a right to protest,
nor can it say that he must
shoulder a responsibility which
he has never been given an opportunity to assume."
Governor Edmund G.. Brown,
in his charge to the Commission,
rvhen he appointed it on August
24, 1966, gave full and unlimited
scope to its inquiries, and to its
reeommendations. He detailed
some of the issues to be investigated and concluded his charge by

stating that "the

Commission

should develop recommendations
for action designed to prevent a
reeurrehce of these tragic disorders. The Commission should
consider what additional can be
done at any level of government
or by any ageney of the government to prevent a recurrence. Of
equal importance, the commission
should consider whether there are
steps which private citizens may

take, individually or jointly to
prevent a repetition of the bloodshed."

In its findings the Commission
reported that about two-thirds of
the Negro population of 660,000
in Los Angeles County live in an
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area of 46.5 square miles; that
of these about 10,000 were active
pariicipants in the upsurge. As a
reoult of the eight days'uprising,
from August 11 to 17, 1965, the
statistics, as the Report stated,
"are staggering. There were 34
persons killed and 1,082 reported
injuries, including 90 Los Angeles
police officers, 136 firemen, 10 na-

tional guardsmen, 23 persons from

other governmental agencies, and
7?3 civilians. 118 of the injuries
resulted from Eunshot wounds.
Of the 34 killed, one was a fireman, one was a deputy sheriff,
and one a Long Beach policeman."
(The last mentioned was killed
by a trigger-happy fellow officer
in Long Beach, miles from the
area of the upsurge.)
Property damage was listed as
$40,000,000, and 3,952 persons
were arrested, of whieh over 500
were youth. It must be noted that
this one upsurge involved more
brutality attributed to the forces
of law, resulting in more killings,
arrests and injuries, than in all
of the seven upsurges of 1964 occurring in New York, Rochester,
Jersey City, Patterson, Elizabeth,
Chicago and Philadelphia.
With the typical CIA approach
of its chairman, McCone, the
Commission outlined as the major
responsibility for the mass upsLlrge: "Throughout the nation,
unpunished violence and disobedience to law were widely reported,

and almost daily there were exhortations, here and elsewhere,
to take the most extreme and even
illegal remedies to right a wide

variety of wrongs, real and supposed."
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After this introductiou, the
Report states: "fmproving the
conditions of Negro life will demand adjustments om a scole un-

hrunnn to any great soci,ety."
(Emphasis added.) ft goes on:
"The consequenees of inaction,
indifference, and inadequacy, we
can all be sure now, would be far
costlier iu the long run than the
cost of correction. If the city were
to elect to stand aside, the walls
of segregation would rise ever
higher. The disadvantaged community would become more and
more estranged and the risk of
violence would rise. The cost of
police protection would increase,
and yet would never be adequate.
Unemployrnent would climb; welfare costs would mount ap&ce."
Police Bratal,itg Mi,nimi,zeil

Conducting inquests into the
deaths resulting from the upsurge, the Los Angeles County
Coroner's office, laboring mightily,
eompletely whitewashed the Los
Angeles Police Department, responsible for 16 deaths, and the
National Guard, responsible for
?, declaring all of them 'lustifiable homicide." This travesty was
accepted without question by the
Commission. Further, in examining the charges of police brutality, the Commission reported:
"The Los Angeles Police Department has been the subject of
Bevere criticism by many Negroes who have appeared before
the Commission as witnesses."
Further: "Chief of Police Parker
appears to be the focal point of
criticism within the Negro community. He is a man distrusted by

5t

most Negroes, and they carefully
aualyze for possible anti-Negro

meaning almost every action he
takes and every statement he
makes." Then, going on to exonerate Parker, the Commission
states; "However, Chief Parker's
statements to us and collateral
evidence such as his record of
fairness to Negro officers (not
explained-W.T.) are inconsistent
with his having such an attitude.,,
The Commission completely iguored the wanton shooting and the
destruction of the Muslim Temple
in the final part of the August
days. This is partieularly important and shows the bias of the
Commission, since those arrested
by the police during the course
of the attaek on the Temple were
exonerated in court and all
charges against them were dismissed.

The charges of police brutality
are twisted, aud the Commission
leaves the impression that such
charges arise from attempts to
discredit law and order. The only
recommendation it makes in this
sensitive area is for the strengthening of the Police Commission,
and the appointment of a so-called
fnspector General (a member of
the police force) to investigate
complaints against the Police Department, together with the building of better public relations by
the Police Department. This, in
the face of the unanimous demand of the community for a
Citizens' Review Board.
>Economie Issues

Admitting that.160,000 Negroes
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are unemployed, the Commission
points out that unemployment in
the Negro and Mexican-American
communities of Los Angeles is
"two to three times that in the
rvhite community." Pointing to a
survey by Governor Brown to determine how useful jobs could be
created, the Report goes on: "'His
survey found many h'obsl in such
fields as Iaw enforcement, education, public health, and conservatiorr. Thus, he advocated a national program estimated to eost
the federal government 2.5 billion
dollars annually ($250,000,000 for
California.) which would provide
some 60,000 jobs within our state
and a proportionate number of
jobs elsewhere throughout the nation. An equal arnount of money
would be needed each year
the program continues. Obviously
such a program is bound to encounter tough sledding in Washington, especially os the Vi,etnam
costs escql,,ate, and one can readily
imagine that months, if not a
year or two, might pass before
approval would be given and
money made available, if it ever

is."

(Emphasis added.)
Following this pessimistie view,

the Commission then makes a
recommendation that "in the
affected area a job training and
placement center through the
combined efforts of Negroes, employers, labor unions, and government" be developed, and proPoses:
"Legislation should be enacted requiring employers with more than
250 employees and alllabor unions
to report annually to the State
Fair Employment Practices Commission the racial composition of

their work force and

member-

ship." (Emphasis added.)
A glaring omission is the question of raising wages so that income be at least equal to or above
the poverty level. The reference
to wages is mentioned only in
the context of a discussion on
welfare, as follows:
"'W'e are assured that many of

the present recipients

would

rather have work than welfare,
but the simple arithmetie of the
matter makes us uncertain. A
job at the minimum wage pays
about $220 per month, against
which there would be transportation, clothes and other expenses.
When the average AFDC family
receives from $177 to $238 per
month (depending on the program), the financial incentive to
find work may be either negative
or non-existent. (Indeed, we were

told that the 18 year old girl
who is no longer eligible for assistance when living with her
mother may have considerable incentive to become a mother herself so as to be eligible again as
the head of a new family group.) "
This has long been the argument
of the Right-wingers against welfare assistance.
Nothing was recommended in
connection with the apprenticeship program, which has only 3
per eent Negro participants, and
Iess than 10 per cent who are
Mexican.

Paul Talbert of the Los Angeles

Urban League, in criticizing the
Report with reference to education
and employment, said: "Statistics
show that the average Negro colIege graduate stands to earn less
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than the white high school gradu-

ate, and, in some instances, less
than the white Sth grade
graduate."
E

ducation and

T ransportuti,on

In the area of education, the
Commission found that in the
Negro community there was extreme overerowding in the sehools,

iu the Report that the problem of spoiled
Consumers are told

meat, old bread sold at the price

of fresh, high interest rates on
furniture and clothing, and a

"bias against the curfew area in
the practices of insurance companies and institutional lenders
are not d,ue to sgstemati,c racial
d,iscrirui.nation, but rather resul,t
lrom the trotiti,ona,l interplay of
econoruic forces i,n the ,rna,rket

with double sessions almost everywherg while in the areas outside
of the Negro community there

place, aggraoated, bg poaertg condi,tions." (Emphasis added.)

were 328 unused elassrooms. Many
schools in the minority communi-

mended

ties of Los Angeles have no libraries, while all schools in
middle-class areas do. The physi
cal facilities, the buildings in the
minority communities are older,
some not even meeting minimum
safety standards. However, the
Commission made no recommendations for equal rights for the
children in the "disadvantaged"
areas, for libraries, more classrooms, teachers and other facilities. No criticism of the Board of
Education was forthcoming because of its refusal to review the
school districts, to guarantee
equal distribution of funds and
facilities without discrimination,
or to do anything to desegregate
the schools.
The recommendations

of

-that
eommuters. But even this positive
portion is a recommendation not
for the Negro community but for
the whole city. Recognizing "that
transportation improvement for
the Watts area cannot be achieved
'without similar transportation improvement for the Los Angeles

Metropolitan Area," the Report
goes on to make recommendations

for: unifying all transportation
systems, for transfer privileges,

fcr

crosstown service

"Emergency

with "Emergency Literacy P"or"u*s" to be established,
together with the establishment of
Sehools,"

in

Watts.

Same Probletns Raised, i,n 7963

In all the areas studied by
the McCone Commission, similar
presentations and demands had
alreacly been made

the

Commission include provisions for
designation of "disad,Vantaged"

area sehools as

The Cornmission can be comfor one part of its Report
dealing with problems of

at a

confer-

ence held in Los Angeles in June,
1963. Present were Negro leaders,

county, city and state officials, the

Chamber of Commerce, labor
leaders and other citizens. ProbIems presented at that time
included:

"There is grossly intolerable
and dliserirqination

a permanent pre-school program
in these areas, beginning at age

segregartion

three.

against Negroes and other minori-
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ties

in

Los Angeles, City and
in our
society is illegal, immoral and
County. Such segregation

praise

of the Police Department

Official white reaction to tbe upsurge is best described by nn
ironical cartoon in the Zos Angeles

to all citizens
Without further delay, every Tintes depicting a Negro

destructive

efrort must be made to eliminate
these evils and to speed the
achievement by all citizens of the
full and complete freedom, justice
and equality, promised by the
United States Constitution . . . In
the immediate future, the most
urgent advances must and can be
made in housing, schooling relations with law enforcement agencies, and employment."
The demands and the problems
raised at the 1963 conferenq
rvere ignored. The recommendatious in the McCone Report do
not meet even its minimum demands. Therein lies the resentment of the Negro community
and much of the labor movement.
ln its exoneration of the Police
Department, and particularly of
Chief of Police Parker, the Commission played the true role laid
out for it. Basically, the Commission was to report that the
August days were a ri,ot-not an
upsurge-and therefore the blame
for those days of protest must lie
in the Negro community where
they occurred. The wanton killing
by both police and the National
Guard during those eight days
was exonerated, with the fault
Iying not in the laps of a ParkerIed Police Department but with
the Negro community. Chief of
Poliee Parker was in no way made
responsible for the unlawful attitude on the part of his policemen,
despite his own words which belie
the Commission's whitewash and

lying
on a couch being guestioned by
a group of psychiatrists: "You
have mentioned unemployment,
housing, education, police brutality and despair . . . but what war
the reason for the riots."
Completely ignored was the
analysis of Dr. Ilarold W. Jones,
a Negro physician with the Los
Angeles County Department of
Health that "It is possible that
part of what happened was a
normnl response to am abnormnl
conili,ti,on," (Emphasis added.)
N

ew Poli,tical Awalceruing

The upsurge has created new
relationships in the Negro com-

munity. Political leaders have
discovered that they have a responsibility first to the community
above the dictates of the white

political leaders. Billy Mills, a
councilman from the heart of the
Negro community, has stopped
being a yes-man for Mayor Yorty
and has renewed his ties with the
community.

Mervin Dymally, a state assemblyman, has also broken his ties
with Mayor Yorty. He is now

running

for the State Senate,

wit} good possibility of success

of the recent redistricting resulting from the Supreme
Court t'one-man, one vote" doctrine. Reverend F. Doug:lass Ferrell, the only Neg:ro office-holtler
because

rvho remained completely sileut
during the days of August and
afterwards, is silently fading
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from political life. He knows he
will not be able to win this time.
There have been two important

political developments since the
days of August. First, the Negro
Political Action Association of
California, a non-partisan (although almost solidly Democratic)

organization, is growing fast and
is recognized as a major force in

California politics. They are determined to elect Negroes to all
Ievels of government. In addition,
the Negro officeholders, led by
Thomas Bradley, a city councilman, have also united to guarantee the election of more Negroes to office, particularly in the
area of Los Angeles County Government, with an eye to the office
of county supervisor. (This is the
office for which this writer ran
as a Communist in 1964, reeeiving almost 35,000 votes.)
What the Comruu,nitg Needs

The ferment of the days of
August has by no means subsided. The people of Watts are determined that they, too, are citizens of this country, and are
entitled to the fruits of their citizenship. Their demands must be
met. A minimum program for the
community should contain the folIowing:

1. Police brutality must be
wiped out in all its manifestations. Chauvinistic and sadistic
polieemen must be removed and
proseeuted, together with their
superiors who encourage or acquiesce in such brutalities. Police
double standards in the treatment
of white and Negro "suspects"
must immediately be eliminated.
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The whole question of the atti:
tudes of police departments must
be examined. and evaluated, particularly in view of the recent election of Sheriff Jim Clark of Alabama, a notorious racist, as VicePresident of the National Association of Sheriffs.

2. Reforms and new legislation
are needed for the tackling of the
problems of discrimination in employment. Speeial attention must
be given to those areas where the
Negro is missing
the vast
- employstretch between the token
ment in top echelons and the con-

centration among the unskilled.
special crash program must be
instituted to break through the
barrier of lack of skills to bring
the Negro into every level of employment. Industry itself must be
forced to bear the cost of special
training to make up for the many
years of discrimination.
3. There must be special federal
and state subsidies to education,
based upon the special needs of
each pupil, rather than the needs
for an entire area. Inequalities
that exist between middle-class
areas of our city and the areas of

A

Negro and

Mexican-American

population must be eliminated
with special aid to those areas to
bring them up to the level of the
best schools outside the community.
4. The state government must
take full responsibility to see
that minority areas are not subjected to usurious practices, excessive interest rates for building loans, and overcharges and
cheating in installment buying.
Special attention must be paid
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to the

of public transportation, with abolition of the
questlon

zone-fare system and the estab-

lishment of a single-fare system
that would benefit the residents
of the ghetto
The year 1966 is an election
year, and that means that those
running for office are especially
vulnerable to the demands of the
population. The August days of
Los Angeles resulted from the
general practice of white supremacy with refusal to listen to the
demands of the population, and
especially the demands of the Negro population. Certainly, this can
be illustrated by the punitive
action taken against those ar-

rested during the days of August.

Amnesty can and must be won
those arrested during the
eight days of the upsurge. Fullest
and widest support must be given
to the mass campaign of the
Southside Citizens Defense Committee and the legal appeal of the
NAACP to the Supreme Court

for

for such amnesty.
Following the upsurge, the

California Negro Leadership Conference, at its meetins held at the
end of August, called for a memorial to be raised in honor of
those who were killed during the
upsurge. Such a memorial should
be supported throughout the country.

A Factual [orrection
To the Editor:
I meant to write much sooner
to correct your statement contained in the September, 1965

at L22L Blue Island Avenue,
Chicago, which formed the Communist Party; the second was the

would ask some of us that were

Socialist Party convention; and
finally, the expelled Left-wing
delegates who met and formed
the Communist Labor Party, in
Machinist Hall, 119 S. Ashland

there

Avenue.

issue (p. 35) that the

Com-

munist Party of the United States
was "born underground." If you

or for that matter

read

Foster's History of tha Commurui,st
Pwtg, which I find pretty accurate except for some dates, you

will find that there were three
conventions. The

first was

If at any time you need some
historical information about our
Party, please ask me. I'll be happy
to furnish you what I can.
F'. A. P.

held

The Editors Reply
MARXISM AND RELIGION
The special issue on Marxism and Religion originally planned
for March, has been postponed for ]uly, 1966. The task of securing conhibutions from abroad and from a number of Marxists
in our own country requires additional time. Furtherrnore, we
are setting aside a section of Political Affai,rs in the coming
rnonths, for a discussion of the Nau,Program of the Communist
Party (A Draft).

'We welcome the point made by

F. A.

P. It is true that the

1919

conventions of the Communist
Labor Party and the Communist
Party were held openly. However,
in the sarne year massive repressions began, culminating in the
infamous Palmer Raids, in which
an estimated 10,000 were arrested,

thousands of suspected Communists deported and the Cornmunist
press and offices forced to close.
These conditions compelled the
newly born organizations into
semi-underground conditions. As
William Z. Foster writes:

. . . A. Mitchell Palrner, J. Edgar
Hoover, and the others carrying out

the offensive against the Communists did not succeed in sitopping
completely the open and pnrblic
activities of the Communist movement, which persis'ted in spite of the

government's efforts to drive it underground" (Historg of the Commun:ist Partg of tlw Uni,teil States, pp.
776-L76\.

In December 1921 a convention
of all Communist groups was held
which accomplished the needed
unity and named the new organization the Workers Party of
America. But the repression of
Communists was not over. The
Bridgeman convention held in
1922 was raided, and seventeen
delegates were arrested on the
spot and 40 more soon thereafter.
All delegates were charged with
the violation of the Michigan anti-

syndicalist law. It was not until
1923, that the Workers Party
emerged as a public organization,
ending the two and one-half years
of semi-underground existence.

BOOK REVIEWS
SIDNEY FINKETSTEIN

A Marxist View of Ethics
The Marxist view of moral- eonscience by living in isolation
ity and its base in society is the from a corrupt society, Selsam
subject of Dr. Howard Selsam's writes: "Although there is a 'real'
book, Ethics anil Progress.* It is world . . . there is no given and
presented with a profundity and universally accepted'ideal' one to
lucidity characteristic of the which our human world can and
mainstream tradition of Marxist should correspond. Men have to
philosophy. Typical of this tra- make their better or'ideal'world,
dition is also the fact that it is and men must make it out of their

in clear and simple language to Marxists and non-Marxists alike. At the same time, it
requires more than one reading
to get the full profit from the
author's thought, and there is
probably no reader who will not
flnd many of his notions both upset and clarified by it.
The core of Dr. Selsam,s treatise, as indicated by its very title,
is the thesis that morality is
socially created and developmental; in other lvords, that there
is progress in morality just as
there is progress in real life. In
contrast to some traditional views
which see all struggle as evil,
wordly or sinful, and demand that
the "moral" person satisfy his
addressed

*

Iloward Selsam, Etluics and
in a Retso-

Progrese; New Values

lutionarg World, Little New lfl'orld
Paperbacks, fnternational Purblishers, New York. 126 pp., $.95.
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struggles, their needs and interests, and the ever-renewing contradiction between how they live

and ideals of how they could,
might, or should live." And so

science and knowledge become
crucial elements in the develop.
ment of ethics. As Selsam puts it
with profound insight: "The
realm of ethics expands . . . as
man's possibility of increasing
the control of his total natural and

social environment is enlarged.
What was once a fundamentally
natural condition becomes a moral
problem when we discover the
means of changing it in accordance
with human purposes. All human

problems,

from

inadequate food

to insufficient education, from
poor housing to overpopulation,
are transformed from natural
events to moral problems when
they can be solved by concerted
soeial action."
In d society made up

of antag-
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onistic classes, the struggle involved in morality takes the form
of class struggle. But there is a
crucial difference between bour-

geois "interest" which says, "I
must trample on others to keep
them from trampling on me," and
the working class, socialist "interest" which says, l'J will progress
only along with my fellow human
beings." If, to Marxists, morality
involves struggle, it is because
tf people must struggle for the conditions of life which enable them
to live morally. There is progress
in morality, because there is mor-

ality in

progress.

class struggles not

An

oppressed

for itself alone

but for the interests of all society.
Selsam puts the connection between class interests and ethics
in these challenging terms:
The ethics of the future can be a
goal to conceive and achieve only
for those who have never had a
stake in the existing order, or who,
having had it, have g:iven it u,p for
morarl and intellectual reasons. Only

those ean be said to have an allhu'man ethics who seek no wealth,
no position of pourer or prestige, at

the expense of others.
Today, in the countries where
there is the greatest concentration
of monopoly, whose lifeblood
comes from the exploitation of
the people and resources of as
much of the world as they can lay
their hands on, there is no longer
a pretense of belief in human progress, moral ancl social. The very
concept of progress is attacked as
a "myth." If the government officialdom still boasts that it is
moral and demoeratic, it does this

only by adorning itself in the tatters of the old banners of the past,
when bourgeois society was rising
out of the feudal world. As for the

present,

it

openly proclaims,

it

cannot act morally, however much

it

desires to, because it must be
'{practical."
Thus our own United States officialdom shows no horror or sense
of urgency at Negro children
bombed

in the South, civil rights

leaders murdered, their murderers
going scot free, and the sponsors
of murders running the law en-

forcement agencies, because it
would not be "practical" to do
anything substantial about this.
Meanwhile, it tells the world, "our
hands are clean, because we have

declared ourselves in theory as
being against segregation." Antl
in Vietnam,"our'position is that
we are basically moral and democratic, but since the economie interests of our moral society are
at stake, we must primarily be
practical, and so we must use
every kind of barbaric destruction, gloat over the bodies of those
we kill, set up military dictatorships, and wipe out an immense
population.
Selsam's lucidly reasoned thesis
reaches its height in the detailed
discussion of "means and ends."
Bourgois theorists have long
used the question, "Does the end

justify the means?" as a trap

against those working for human
progress, by demanding of them
pure and abstract rules of conduct

which bourgeois society itself
makes no pretense

of

following

in its own social life. Every word

of

Selsam's discussion

of

this
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question demands to be read and

thought over, and what can be
presented here is only an inadequate summary. He points out
first that the question itself is put
falsely. "End" and "means" do
not fall into separate pigeonholes,
and it is life itself, not abstract
logic, that creates them. The real
way in which the question must
be put is, he says, when we agree
on a broad social goal, to "discuss
clearly and objectively the best
way of reaching it." Means and
ends correlate. Thus the achievement of socialism is impossible
unless the working class learns
under capitalism to supplant
rivalry with cooperation. Of
course, capitalists regard the very

solidarity of the working class
something immoral, an infringement of their own "'freedom" for untrammelled profiteer-

as

ing. And with regard to socialism,
"it has to be won

Selsam writes,

and consolidated with means appropriate to its nature-the fullest development of democratic
processes and the fullest participa,tion of all working people and
their sulporters in the determination of all the conditions of

life."
Furthermore, Selsam says,
"this movement towards socialism
takes place in a society ruled by a
minority that is rapacious, ruth-

less and desperate in its efforts
to maintain its economie, political
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and social domination . . . Yet it
is only in such an immoral world
that the moral goals of socialism
carr be achieved, and that world
determines in large part the
means that alone can achieve it."
There are problems and situations to which this writer wishes
Dr. Selsam had devolted more attetrtion. The main focus of his
argument for Marxist and socialist morality is to compare it to
bourgeois moral principles at
their best and highest. And this
approach, of course, is basic. But
there are also the moral crises
appearing as imperialism sinks to
depths, with the death camps
of fascism, the question raised
at the Nuremburg trials, the ques-

its

tion of the moral complicity of

those who did not take an actual
hand in the murders but turned
the other way and let them go on,
the morality of real or pretended
"ignorance of what is going on."
These are burning questions that
are affecting an increasing number of people in our own country.
Thus, many are taking part in
civil rights movements or demonstrating against the killing in
Vietnam because they would feel
a moral complicity in evil if they
didn't. But to raise these matters
for further analysis is not to
criticize Dr. Selsam's illuminating treatise. It is to suggest and
urge that he write a second volume.

OAKIEY IOTINSON

A [ivil

Hiqhts I]ocumentary

Letters lrorn Mississi.ppi* is a
moving and clarifying book. It
cannot fail to be a source book
for future historians. It reveals,
among other things, the high hu-

tes at the Atlantic City convention of the Democratic party, a
battle which stirred not onlythe
world at large but the watchful
black citizens of the state who

man quality of the young men and

eleeted those delegates.

women-nearly a thousand-who
vclunteered at great bodily danger
to go to Mississippi to help register potential Negro voters and
teach citizenship, Negro history, French and other subjects
in the new Freedom Schools. It is
their letters home in the summer
of 1964 which constitute the content, and their ideas and observations that give the book its
power over the reader.
The accomplishments of this
summer are astounding, when one

to think about it. The undertaking brought about whatever
degree of enforcement of the
comes

Civil Rights Act there has been
(in the face of a presidential
slowdown); it stimulated an increasingly powerful indigenous
Negro leadership within Mississippi itself, and the formation of
the Freedom Democratic Party;

it sparked the magnificent battle
waged by the FDP Negro delega-

*Letters from Miseissip$z Perconal
reports :from volunteers in the Summer Freedom Projeet, 1964, to their
parents and friends. Edited by Elizabeth Sutherland, Preface iby James
'W. Silver. McGraw-Hill Book Cornpany, New York, 1965. $4.96.

The book is unobtrusively but
well edited by Elizabeth Sutherland, formerly a researcher for
the United Nations and presently
Administrative Secretary of the
New York office of the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). Other civil rights
organizations that took part to
one or another degree in the
Mississippi Project were the
Council of Federated Organizations (COFO), the Congress of
Raeial Equality (CORE), and the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC).
The book is divided into eleven
chapters, roughly chronological,

beginning with "The Road to
Mississippi" and ending with
"The Road Baek." The map of
Mississippi opposite page one,
and the dates on the letters,
enable the reader to follow this
narrative (written by a hundred

fifty different persons !) as
though it were a unified drama,
both tragic and. triumphant. As
the young people*largely white
eollege students-were leaving
Oxford, Ohiq where they were
taught and trained by Negro and
white SNCC leaders, to go to Mis8t
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sissippi, news came (June 21)

that three civil rights

workers

were missing: Michael Schwerner,

Andrew Goodman, and James
Chaney. As the summer passed,
and the volunteers carried out

their duties, the suspense deepen-

ed. Where were the

missing

three?

At last their bodies were found,
on August 3. The announcement
was made in Meridian, Mississippi, during a concert by Pete
Seeser (189).
It was at Philadelphia, Mississippi, that the lynehing of the
three had taken place, nearly
three months previously. The girl
who wrote the news of their disappearance at that time, said in her

letter: "Everywhere you

Bo,

there's hate." Another volunteer
stationed at Gulfport described
the "hate stare . . . the most terrifying and uelly thing" (189).
But the climax of the story is
not the cruel deaths of Schwerner, Goodman, and Chaney. That

is to be found two months

later, in the Freedom Democratic
Party's great exploit at the Atlantic City convention. For that victory (it ws,s avictory, even though
L.B.J. tried to rob the Freedom
delegates of what they had won)
was a triumph for the three murdered heroes and for the Mississippi Freedom Project that they
and their colleagues carried out
so splendidly.

Many absorbing and illuminating ideas emerge from these letters. There is first of, all the unwanted but inevitable confliet between the.Negro participants and
the white learners: the yearning

for friendship on both sides combined with distrust and misunderstanding. This maddening situation, evident in the early letters, gives way, when they get
to Mississippi, before the dangers
and problems, the frustration and
fatigue, of the teaching and canvassing, the jailings and beatings.
Another problem was that of
"non-violencg" discussiou of
which is carried on intermittently
during the entire summer but is
never completely solved. One
volunteer says in an early Ietter
that "non-violence is a perverted
way of life, but a necessary tactic
and technique" (80). There is the
Negro woman that some white
girls stayed with who slept with
a hatchet under her bed (45). At
Batesville in the Delta, says
another letter: "Yes, the Movement is still non-violent; but
every farmer-white and blackin the Delta has a gun. Mr. Miles
[a Negro farmer] has seven, all
loaded" (88). At Hattiesburg two
of the Freedom Schools held a debate on the question: "Resolved:
that violence is necessary to obtain civil rights." The debaters
were twelve to sixteen years old.
The affirmative won the debate
(108). But out of the many discussions emerged a distinction
between "non-violence" on the one
hand and self-protection and. self-

on the other (186). An
of Silas McGee,
a Negro youth, who concludes
finally that "just taking the coke
bottle by the neck arrd not shooL
ing back saved his life." (180).
The occasional visits of celebrities is noted, sometimes with
d,efense

example is given
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unexpected effect. lVhen Harry

Belafonte and Sidney Poitier
at a meeting in Greenwood,

spoke

Mississippi, the Freedom workers, excited at first to see the
two well-known actors, found
them "fumbling and amateurish"
(184). Congressman Ryan, however, insisted on seeing the back
tests of a young Negro woman
who failed the registration examinimation nine ti,mes when she
tried to register to vote. Because
of his practical and persistent in-
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quiries she passed the tenth test
--"the only Negro to be registered in Leflore County all summer" (206).
That political knowledge grows
fast is shown toward the end of
the book by a letter from Gulf-

port to "Dear Mother and
Father." The writer says: "The
people we're killing in Vietnam

are the same people whom we've
killing for years in Mississippi" (229),
been
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Imperialism In The Making
An anecdote may serve to underscore the point this reviewer

to make with respect to
this fine contribution toward an

wishes

understanding of the Unitecl
States of the past.*
At a meeting: of students from
some of our large eagtern universities this summer Gil Green was
an invited participant in a discussion session. The former leader
of the Young Communist League,
a prominent Marxist and a Smith
Aet victim, was asked at the ouL
set by one of the students: "Mr.
Green, have you ever worked with
the poor?"
Gil Green conceded that he had
had some experience along that
Iine and then went on to detail
a number of the struggles of the
*Ray Ginger, Age of Eacees,Macmillan, New York, 1966, pp., 386.
$5.95.

depression days, the hunger
marehes, building support for
unemployed legislation, the battles for relief.
The students, many of whom
rvere fresh from demonstrations
on civil rights, listened with increasing interest as Gil Green
unfolded pages of history that
were unknown to them.
There is a reason, of course,
for this historical blackout. It was
created by the cold war, by McCarthyism, by the intimidation of
the academic world, the purge of
textbooks, the ouster of the Left
from the unions, the persecution
of Marxists and the difficulties
of the circulation of press and
Iiterature edited from a socialist
viewpoint.

it

Still, with all the explanations,
is a jarring revelation that a

younger generation has been cut

off from its rightful heritage of

I

6t

Ameriean history. Moreover, one
appreciates that this present
young generation, which has so
many who fight with courage,
audacity and initiative, needs the
powerful weapon of history in
order that it may better confront
the enemies of the nation.
The generation that came to
adulthood during the depression
was far more fortunate. For those
who were radical, there were
going organizations to join: for
those who were seeking: answers,
there were publications, lectures,
debates. Ttrrat older generation

can relate the Watts revolt in
Los Angeles this summer to Scottsboro and back into the betrayal of

Reconstruction. Or it ean relate
Vietnam and Santo Domingo to
Sandino and the American Marines, to Wilson and the intervention in Mexico, to McKinley and
the seizure of Cuba and the Philippines.

Today there are those who
speak of "the power structure"
as if this were some new phenomenon on the American scene.
That ttpower structure," or more
aecurately "elass power," has

been operating for many, many
years. It is good and profitable
to study the beast from the beginning.
The book by Ray Ginger, authpr
of the best biography of Eugene V.
Debs to date, is an account of our

history from the end of reconstruction to World War I. It was
in this era that American imperialism was born, and to appreclate fully what happens out
of \[all Street and Washington
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today,

it is

necessary

to

have

knowledge of that past.
Age of Encess, however, is not

confined ts the gigantic growth
of the American economy. It re-

Iates the struggles of the poor,
the farmers, Iabor, the Negro
people, the reformers, the socialists, against the brutalizing sweep
of the industrial giant. It details
the connection between the money
poryer and politics-how corruption is utilized, how complacency
rots the core of a nation:
"Our g:randfathers lived amid
changes so swift and ,,so basic
that nobody could grasp more than
a fraction of what was happening," Ginger writes. "Their problems were so urgent and compli-

cated as often to overwhelm

them." Nor was

it

easy to,cataloE

prominent figures. The union-

busting Andrew Carnegie was one
of the founders of the Anti-Im-

perialist League. The peace-loving
William Jennings Bryan at the
head of Wilson's State Department was a first rate imperialist
in Latin American affairs.
The impact on the cultural Iife
of the country is well detailed.
And this was a time of giants: in
literature, Howells, Mark Twain,
Dreiser, London; in the social
seene, Jane Addams, Alice Hamilton,'W. E. B. Du Bois (who was
to overlap into another era); in
teaching, Dewey and Veblen.
An excellent feature of the book
is a concluding Essay on Sources
which enables the reader to follow
through on those particular aspects on which he desires more
detail.

To the Readers:

In a few weeks every subscriber to Political Affairs will receive
the Draft of the New Program of the Cornrnanist Party, U.S.A.
We believe you will ffnd this document an incisive and penetrating analysis of the events in our country and how the tens of millions of working people can unite in defense of their vital interests.
The Draft not only spells out an alternative path to the course now
being pursued by the |ohnson Admlnistration and the ruling monopolrst circles. _I-t explains why only so-cialism can fundam?ntally
resolve the problems plaguing our people and nation.
We hope you will ftnd the Draft deserving of your careful study
and consideration. Wllat is more, \ye hope you will feel impelleil
to join in the public discussion, by sending us your criticismsl your
ideas, your considered iudgements on how to further improve its
contents. Political Affairs will devote space in each issue to such
discussion.

But we want to enlist you in another important proiect. You
know that the people of our country lrave beei subjecfedior years
to a vicious Hitler-like campaign of anti-Communisrn, which filsely
lepresents the- Communist Party as part of a worldwide conspiracy
acting upon the orders of a foreign power. We are anxious, there{ore, to send the Draft Program to a'cross-section of opinion makers
so that they can deterrnine for thernselves how Conimunists view
the issues in our country, judging the Ccrmmunist position on its
merits and not on the caricature inoulcated in the public mind.
To do this we plan to mail a minimum of 10,000 copies of the
Program to public ffgures, trade uni(nists, civil rights lea-ders, peace
advocates, academiC men and women, columnilts, radio anil TV
commentators and to student and yoirth leaders on and ofl campus.
This we cannot do unless we raise $1O,OOO to supplement the tost

of the mailing.

)

help? Wi,ll you send us one, fioe, ten ot nxore d,ollars for
-Will
tlils
undertaki,ngP lf you cannot spare the m.one7 Aourself, usill t1ou
go a.nxong your friends to raise itP ln addi,tl,on, i:lll qou buq -fioe
co"pies to get into the hands of the people qou knou. Ii rtou sdnd us
a list of fioe names oith 95.00 ue will be happy to mill them for
y_ou

aur.

Above all, we ask you to start talking up the Program among
everyone you know and meet.

Trm Enrrons

Neut

Program
of the
Communist PartY,
U.S.A.

(A Draft)
One of the mcrjor political documents of our
ero, this book is must reoding for onyone who
wants to know whot Americon Marxists really
think-ond. not whcrt somebody else scrys they
think.
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